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Don’t take our word for it... following are comments from our customers.


I had grown tired of AI~/FM radio. ! hated the annoying commercials, the contests/lotteries and
the same songs over and over. It got to the point where I did not enjoy listening to the radio.
7hat changed when I got XI~ in ]une 2003. I have listened to it every day since. The
programming choices are Incredible. Also, to hear music on the radio without any commercials is
a dream come true.t I’m impressed with the shows that get broadcast as well as the excellent
D]’s/PD’s that are a part of XM.


William R.
Dolomite, Alabama


I knew the clarity would be great where I #ve because of the open space. However, I was amazed
to find that when I traveled throughout downtown Chicago, the reception was still crystal-clear
when crammed between the skyscrapers of Ptichigan Ave as we# as all of the underpasses I
encountered. Great work XI~!


Lifetime Subscriber Here!


Trent S.
Bushnell, Illinios


The proof of the pudding as to the superior quality of XI~ radio lies with a behavioral change in my
husband. Prior to getting XI~ he would opt for the couch and TV and let me go off on my own.
Now he Insists on joining me and as soon as he slips behind the steering wheel he puts on the XI~
radio.


Rochelle S.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida


THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU... Since I activated my service two weeks ago I have yet to
listen to anything other than the XM format. Unbelievable sound quality, content and selection. No
more need to ever buy another CD.


The service is a bargain at twice the price.


Your loyal listener for life.


Mike 5.
Simi Valley, California


FINAL


SX Trial Ex.


http://testimonials.xmradio.com/ 10/27/2006
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The quality of the programming is truly incredible! Now, how do [ manage to ever get out of my
car?


William L.
Denison, Texas


Damn XM. It now makes me want to spend more time in traffic and even take the long way
home. Great entertainment but start watching your mileage and fuel consumption go up. It’s that
good.


Timothy L.
Aliso Viejo, California


I am very impressed with the XM Service. The sound is crystal clear and the bass out of my
subwoofers has the windows shaking. The mixture of a# types of music is delightful with the
sports, weather, talk and comedy. This is tight. It is a must have for music lovers.


Jon P.
West Trenton, New Jersey


Commuting Is better now! People convicted to road rage should be sentenced to XM.


3oseph L.
Seattle, Washington


As an over-the-road truck driver, 1 was totally frustrated with losing AM/FM signals every few
miles. Not anymore. With XM Radio, there’s crystal-clear reception throughout the USA and so
much news and entertainment to choose from. This is a driver’s dream come true.


Rob and Fran B.
Sumterville, Florida


My radio was activated at 1:30 AM EST and within one houri had gotten more out of XM than in
20 years of listening to FM radio ....the programming and signal quality are absolutely
astounding ....


Kurt U.
Mount Vernon, New York


XM has made my life easier. Before XM I always had a problem, I could not leave the house in the
morning on time because CNBC would release important financial news info that I could not go
without. I would just stand there with my car keys in my hand. Now thanks to XM I can leave the
house with ease because ] can take CNBC with me on the road. XM is the best.


Charles G.
Boston, Massachusetts


http://testimonials.xmradio.com/ 10/27/2006
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Sfgned up just hours ago and am truely thrilled. XM Radio is everything you advertise and more.
My hearing is lower than average but the improved sound quality is so, so obvious even to me. I
drive on average 4 hours per day so will tune in slot but I recommend anyone that drives to get
this radio. A great deal, you have changed radio forever.


Greg K,
Milledgeville, Georgia


Read More


Comments were collected from the XM web site from 2001 - 2004. Some quotes have been excerpted for brevity.


http ://testimonials.xmradio.corn/ 10/27/2006
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Fantastic! My new Cadillac includes XM and it has completely changed my driving experience. I
never listen to conventional radio any more. 3ust flip from Sunny to Blue Grass to classical to old
radio programs to 50-60 tunes to CNN. It never ends. And the sweet quafity! I swear, I have sat
in the car listening after I have arrived at my destination...and that has never happened to this
busy guy. When an old friend told me he was buying a new car, I suggested that he include XM.
He did so and told me within a week that it was the best feature on his new car. I agree.


Bob G.
Arlington Heights, Zllinois


Without a doubt the greatest new entertainment experience of the decade. Programming is
awesome. -It will take months just to sample everything available.


You delivered more than 1 expected.


Mitch W.
Lake Mary, Florida


XM is like having the biggest cd changer go with you everywhere. Say goodbye to al! of those
annoying commercials and say hello to XM.


Derek K.
Macomb, Michigan


I am a long haul truck driver who really got tired of always trying to find something decent to
listen to. You have solved that problem and I thank you so much. The sound quality is amazing.
This is as much a leap from FM as FM was from AM.


A CUSTOMER FOR LIFE!!!


J.R.S.
Georgetown, Texas


XM radio is a dream come true. I am addicted to it. I have already turned several members of my
family and some friends onto it. People from all ages In my family have found music channels
taylored to their tastes, My father-in-law can’t five without his 50’s and 60’s music, as well as the
comedy channels. I am impressed with LUCY channel 54.


Jose M.


http://testimonials.xmradio.com/xm_experience/xm_experience_more.html 10/27/2006
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Viejo, California


For pennies a day I get to hear exactly what I want, when I want, and best of all ANYWHERE I
want!


If you love music and are a radio fan who is sick and tired of losing your favorite station to a
format change, or if you are unable to find a station who even offers your favorite format, I urge
you to sample XM radio! I think you will be very pleased, I know I am!


XM ROCKS! Goodbye FM, FOREVER!!


Darryl C.
Los Angeles, California


Am I ever impressed! I travel several states for the company I work for as an account executive
and am often in areas without radio coverage. XM Radio will now allow me to enjoy my new
favorite stations and keep up with the pace of fast changing news where I would never be able to
before.


Thanks XM!


James G,
Greenville, Texas


< Previous


Comments were collected from the XM web site from 2001 - 2004. Some quotes have been excerpted for brevity.
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~ SATELLITE
Percentage of Time Subscribers use XM Radio ~ ~ A o tO


News Programming - 11.5%


Music Programming - 62.4%


Sports Programming - 8.2%


Comedy Programming - 5.6%


Women’s Programming - 0.3%


Political Talk Programming - 5.5%


Entertainment Programming - 4.0%


and Weather Programming - 1.7%


Family Programming - 0.9%


Source: XM Programming Survey- June 2006
Confidential and Proprietary Information of XM Satellite Radio Inc. FINAL
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’" Agenda


¯ The Business Environment and Accompanying Trends


¯ XM’s OEM Business


¯ Current and Future OEM Customers


¯ XM’s OEM Marketing


¯ Key Insights


¯ Recommendations for Increasing Consumer Demand
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Executive Summary


Goal of Chan.qe Lanes. Increase demand and conversion of XM-equipped
vehicles through incorporating a fresh approach to the OEM marketing
acquisition strategy


Framework of Proiect: A gap analysis of XM’s current OEM marketing
tactics against industry trends and communication standards


Conclusions:
Reinforcement of necessity of efforts to sustain and increase exposure at the


, dealership level
Greater emphasis needs to be placed on interactive mediums and XM OEM
messaging
Additional internal funding as opposed to OEM partner reliance is required to
generate demand for XM
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Business Environment: Consumer Habits


¯ Expectations: Automobile as an entertainment center ("techmobile")


¯ Preferences: Increasing trend of ~ over integration
- i.e. cell phones ve car phones, Blackberry vs. PC


Technocratic society: greater tendency to shop and research online leads to
increased exposure to the myriad options available to consumers


User-.qenerated content: 35% of US Internet users have created and posted
content onhne
- Can be ~nfluenced but not oontrolled
- Leaves a digital trail: highly measurable


Source FEW Re,~earch (June 2006}
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Competition:


How does this pose a threat to the XM factory-installed option?


Accessibility:
¯ Available through select brands as a substitute for XM (i e Niss~n)
¯ Penske, Toyota dealership disruptions


Cost Disadvantage:
More generous trial program (6 and 12 month offerings)


Messaging:
Increased exposure due to co-marketing campaigns (i.e contributed $3m to Mercury)


- Familiarity:
Substantial brand equity resulting from Stern, NFL and from perceived momentum in
OEM offerings


Source ~w.y s/r,us corn (August2006)
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Funding: ’06 Mercury Print Ad


I. Satellite Radio Mentions with Fundin.q: Sirius committed $3m to Ford
(advertising) for this promotion; OEMs requiring satellite radio companies to
shoulder cost of generating demand


Source www competlttack.com (June 2006)


e
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Absence of Funding: ’06 Cadillac Print Ad


¯ Satelhte Radio Ment=ons w~thout Funding: tend to be limited and brief due to
aging partnerships and slow growth in consumer demand for XM in cars


Source, www co~pe~track.corn (May 2006)
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Competition:


¯ How does this pose a threat to the XM factory-installed option?


Accessibility:
¯ Available through 9 brands (inol Brv~V), 49 models within the next few years
¯ Mostly luxury brands with youth brands gaining momentum


Cost Disadvantage:
~ Hardware oomparable to that of satellite radio; eoonomias of scale as more OEMs


commit
One time payment: No monthly subscription or activation fees


Messaging:
The radio industry ~s backing HD Radio with a $200 million radio marketing c~mpaign
(The HD Digital Radio Alliance, a joint initiative of leading rad=o broadcasters)


Familiarity:
The option to either I~s|en to consumers’ favorite Io~al stations or subchannels


Source Consumer t~eports "HD Radio AM/FM goes digital" (March 2006)
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HD Radio Online Simulation


¯ Promoting HD Radio trial to dr~ve consumer awareness and education
through a simple, looped simulation that conveys HD’s value proposition


Source www Jblqutty cc~’n (July 2006) lO
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0 ’" Competition:


¯ How does this pose a threat to the XM factorv-installed option?


Accessibility:
¯ Global demand of MP3 players will grow to 286 million by 2010
¯ _7~0°~/o.p_f__2_0~0_7 autp__m_obiles will offer iPod integration, some via XM band


65% c~" adult vehicle owners who own an MP3 player lsten to ~t ~n their veh=cle
60 milllon vehicles will have a~uxilia~ry_L~_Cks_b3t__20’/l


E× Older demograph=c OEMs (Buick( Lucerne, Cadillac DTS) offer au×ihary jacks
standard for 2006 MY


Cost Disadvantage:
¯ One time payment of roughly $200 for iPod integration
¯ No monthly subscriptien (assuming slatic owner/player relationship)


Familiarity:
140 million MP3 players are already in the hands of consumers, iPod: 77% market
share (Q2 2006)


¯ Simptepfugandplayoperat~on
¯ Pre-selected, user-specified catalog


11
5t~urce In-Star Market Research (June 200~) NPD Group (August 2006), apple corn, Harris Interactive (20~3~), TRG, I#c (2005)
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MP3 Integration on OEM Websites


¯ Favorable Positioning: Call-outs and stand-alone categories draw
attention to feature


Source" www brnwu.~a corn (June 2006) 12
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MP3 Integration: Dealer Testimonials


¯ ’~5/e run 80 percent of our vehicles with the upgraded iPod integration
feature and we usually don’t have anyone who doesn’t want it. They like
the feature once they know it’s available and can’t believe how
inexpensive it is." (Dealer, Hollywood Scion)


¯ "Connectivity is a closing tool for people who are really into their
songs and music. It opens up a whole new avenue." (Dealer, Flint Dodge)


¯ A Mini dealer says "about half of his customers order the auxiliary
jacks or MP3-compatible adapters in their Minis." (Dealer, Dublin Mini)


Source Autorno~ve News (August 2006) 13
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~ ’~ SAT~LLiT£


~ RAOiO XM’s OEM Business
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"~ XM’s OEM Business


XM New and Used Vehicle Sales (2002-2011)*


"2007-20" 1 forecasted


Source XM OEM Fmence Team (August 2006) 15
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e
Situational Analysis: Major Phases of OEM Rollout


Source XM t~ad~o Second Haft Marketing plan (June 2006)


Conf~eotl~l an PrOptletar~ IMor~atlon ofXM ~atell~te Ra~lo, Ioc
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"~’XM... ,.o.;, ’: SWOT Analysis


Strengths
¯ OEM exclusive partnerships (60% of
market)


Īntegration (effortlesslsafety)


Ḡrowth in needs for in-car entertainment


S̄upplementary services (NavTraffic)


C̄ontent (commercial-free, exclusivity)


Opportunities
¯ StandarcJized messaging and
positioning for OEM Experience


S̄trategic & Content partnerships


W̄ord-of-mouth & post-event interaction


-Use of online medium to reach vehicle
buyers


.Remarketing
Co~oe~iial and Propnetar


Weaknesses
¯ Messaging/positioning of XM as a new
vehicle feature


¯ Consumer demand among vehicle
shoppers


¯ Online presence (OEM, dearer, 3r~
party)


.Media targeting vehicle buyers


Threats
¯ MP3 players, auxiliary jacks, iPod
integration


¯ Aftermarket cannibalization


¯ HD Radio


¯ Terrestrial Radio (new formats)


.Sirius’ perce=ved momentum
17
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~ S~TELLiTE
~ R~DiO


Current and Future OEM Customers: XM’s
Access to the Mass Market
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Current OEM Customer


¯ Inherited the demographics of our OEM partners through offerings in initial
niche markets (Cadillac in 2002) to current mass market (Chevrolet, Honda)


¯ Colonizing the Dashboard: XM was among the first innovative audio
features coveted by early adopters but unknown to the mass market


Satellite radio hasprogressed ~n the Product Life Cycle. higher overall
awareness in the Early Majority stage will benefit OEM sales


¯ XM OEM: Relatively low intent and favorability compared to h~gh conversion
Representative of the dependence on dealerships in the purchase process


¯ 2006-2007: Expansion through new OEM brands
- Broadly penetrating mass market through Hyundai, Nissan, and Toyota
- Greater access to untapped demograpi~ics (1.e. Youth, Hispanic)


Source XM Customer Sattsfac#on Report
19
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Conversion vs. Familiarity


Renewers are more likely
than Non-Renewers to have
previously thought of XM
extremely or very favorably.


Increasing awareness and
favorability prior to vehicle
consideration and purchase
can have a positive impact
on conversion.


(n = 4~.",~ (is,)


Source XM Barr~efe to Aattvabon S~dy (GM) 2005
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Current OEM Customer: Awareness of XM in Vehicle


¯ Most customers indicated that they first learned their new vehicle had XM at
the dealership.


(n=~o) (a) (.=25o) (b) (.=250) (�) (. =lee) (d)


Source XM Barriers toAcbvat~on Sfudy (Ho~da and Acura) 2005
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Potential OEM Customers


Rollout of new OEM partners and marketing tactics can facilitate
targeting the segments in which XM has traditionally lagged:


- Youth (16-30 years old):
¯ Toyota estimates this demographic will represent 1-in-4 customers by 2010
¯ Higher expectations of quality; use products to express creativity
¯ Reach: increased sponsorship of sporting and music events, internet


promotions and product placement


- Women:
¯ Account for 45% of new vehicle purchases and influence 85% of all vehicle


purchases
¯ More likely to share with and/or be influenced by their friends when it comes


to an automobile: 40% versus 26% for males
¯ Oprah launch will provide extensive exposure


Source. Mtntel Repo~ (2005), Gene,~et Motors (2004)
22
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How Prospective Customers Conduct Research


33 percent of all new car buyers seek advice from friends or relatives
while researching vehicles


68 percent of all new car buy.ers and 56 percent of used car buyers said
that the Internet was the=r primary source of information in the automotive
purchase process


The vast majority of new buyers visit an OEM’s website (76%) and a third-party
auto site (65%)


¯ Ex: 70% of Lexus’ dealership customer traffic already visited lexus.com
(Lexus 2005)


Theprimary reason for ustng an independent auto site is to compare models
(66%)


OEMs are migrating from spending all of their ad budgets on traditional media to
spending a s~gnificant portion on digital and interactive approaches


Source, Mmtel/Greenftetd On/me (2005), Harris Interacttve (200~), Keynote Systems {2005) 23


Ford migrated from spending 98% of its ad budget on traditional media
in 1995 to 80% in 2005 as it incorporated more of a digital approach
( Mintel report 2005)
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SATELLITE
RADIO XM’s OEM Marketing
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Fundamental Difference: OEM vs, Retail


VEHICLE MARKET:
I want to buy a car!


Consumer’s primary motivation is to buy a
vehicle, either new or pre-owned XM is
available integrated as either a standard
feature or option. Automal~er and XM
provide new car buyer with 3-month trial to
encourage conversion to long-term
subscnber.


AFTERMARKET:
] want satellite radio!


Consumer goes to retail store or online
with the primary goal of getting satellite
radio. Another 9roup buys on impulse
while browsing having heard of service
prior and is considering purchase.


25
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XM’s OEM Marketing (2006 Budget Allocation)


Automotive Sector as the Mass
Market: XM OEM has been trying to
incorporate a mass market
awareness approach on a limited
budget


Heavy emphas~s on events shows
attempt to reach the masses to
increase awareness


Efficient spendin.q throu.qh lower
purchase funnel activities to
educate consumers at or near
purchase


F~eld team and dealership materials
inform majority of consumers about
XM Radio for the first time ~n the
purchase process


26
,Source 2006 OEM Marketing budget


Contloen’lal ~r~l propnetary Information of ,KM Satellite Radm, Ir~
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* In the
Automotive
Purchase "~;
Funnel


¯ Test drives
Historical
approach that ¯ POS collateral
places ¯ Field team
tremendous
importance on ¯ Dealer training
dealerships ..’. -,~o’.-,.. ,’:~ ’-,’,~,:;~-i : .;’    _ .o..:_ ¯ Local events


Source CNW Markebng Research and T~me Inc (,~tudy of 130,000 mtender~ from ! 9~5-2005) 27
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OEM Dealer Kit (Marketing Materials)


Tent Card


Counter Card Brochure Holder


Activation One-Pager


Contents Sheet
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Source CNW Marketing Research and Time Inc (,~tudy of 130,000 intenders from f 9.05-2005)
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Establishing Relationships in the Upper Funnel


¯ initiate Relationship through XMR(3: Utilize email channel to educate and grow,
interest in the XM OEM offering


30
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Key Insights


1. Separate and Distinct Marketplaces" OEM vs, Retail
Automotive shoppers’ car (brand, its primary features) ~s consumer’s primary f~cus


Aflermarket shoppers: satellite radio (brand, hardware) is consumer’s primary focus


2. Validation of Lower Funnel Marketin.q Activities: Field team and dealership
efforts vital to OEM ,qroup’s success


Continuation and ~upport to reinforce and balance upstream activities


3. Online Space: The most vital communication medium in today’s business and
social environment


Critical to reaching consumers higher up in the purchase funnel


Incorporates unmatched reach and relationship-fostering capabilities


4. Unrealistic to Rely on OEM Partners to Create and Strenqthen Demand for XM:
Requires fundin.q to enhance self-initiated marketin.q efforts


XM OEM c~nnot e~pect OEM p~rtners to de the he~y lifting in regards to merketing


XM as a company needs to place a greater emphasis on marketing the OEM sector


31
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~ $.~TELLiTE


~ ~ ~OiO So How Do We Change Lanes?
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Recommendations


[Recommendation 1 Messaging


- Phase I: Revise OEM message and keep it relevant
¯ Need to address highly competitive and crowded in-vehicle space by


communicating XM’s value proposition
- Low cost, affordable subscription rates, fully integrated, commercial-free
- Calculated responses to MP3 threat (discovery, passivity, complementary) and HD


Radio threat (commerc=aFfree, content, signal)
¯ Action item: Solicit support from advertising agencyto develop, implement,


and enforce XM OEM’s new and relevant m~ssaging


- Phase I1: Standardize OEM message across all mediums
¯ Provide OEMs with style guide (Le, brand bible) tc ensure consistent look


and feel
- Eliminates confusion resulting from inaccurate and outdated information
- Prowdes reinforcement for consumer lo consistently learn the same thing


¯ Action item: Consult with relevant agencies to create brand standards and
d~sLribute to OEMs. Ass=gn (internal or external) team member to police the
ongoing process


33
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Messaging: Prototype


I- On,Star: E×ample of consistent, standardized integration throughout GM
divisions’ websites


I


Source, www p~tzac corn (July 2008) 34
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"’ Recommendations


Recommendation 2: Target Prospects Online


- Phase I: Rapp Collins’ Direct Response Plan (traditional)
¯ Test in Q4 with ’07 rollout potential to determine most viable tactics (mix of mediums)


for demand generation
Need for longer trial: drive qualified prospects to a lengthened free trial of 30 days


Targeted message for OEM-d~rected trials
c&~t, LoJ3JLe, EL $300k for immediate development and execution


- Phase I1: BoldMouth’s Word of Mouth (WOM) campaign (non-
traditional)


¯ Marketing efforts that drive conversations and connections for XM OEM and the XM
brand collectively
Generating word.of-mouth via content distribution stralegies through syndicalion of
consumer generated media and blogger outreach programs
Action ileum, $75k for Q4 implementation and on-going ma=ntenan~e and reporting


- Phase II1: Employ dedicated interactive specialist on OEM
marketing staff


Team member to manage XMs OEM web development program


Corif~0en!lat and P~pnetary Information of .~M ~atelltt e Ra~o, ~
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Third-Party Exposure (August 2006)


36
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Recommendations


IRecommendation 3: Event Prospecting


- Phase I: Increase ROI on events through prospecting


¯ Event is the catalyst to begin dialogue and relationship with
consumers


¯ Commit to generating prospects at the multitude of events in which
XM OEM is present


- Provide compelling demonstrations and giveaways
- Leverage relationships with OEMs to communicate call-to-action


¯ Focus on driving consumers to xmradio.com and XMRO for further
education


- Consult with post-event marketing specialists
>~ i.e. Wishoo: photography and green-screen provider


¯ Action item: Consult with current event market~ng partners (Le.
Coyne) and incorporate enhanced prospecting measures into
portfolio


37
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Recommendations


I Recommendation 4: XM Commitment


- Phase h Seek assistance from XM corporate for shouldering the
cost of demand generation for XM in vehicles


¯ Paradigm shift from solely retail-centric advertisements to ones that
include OEM-specific messages


- Advertisement tagging to include OEM partners
¯ Recognize growth in OEM business and importance of online


marketing channel through increasing resources to create OEM
customer demand


38
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Summary


¯ Change Lanes provides new vision and direction for efficient and
sustainable growth in a highly competitive marketplace


¯ Shift in resources to focus on upper funnel marketing tactics to drive
awareness during the automotive purchase process are imperative
as they reinforce our lower funnel activities


¯ Additional resources will be needed to support the impending growth
of our OEM business


39
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SATELLITE
RAD|O Questions?


Patrick Schmidt


pet~ ck schmidt~xm~ad o.com


202.380.4488
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SATELLITE
RkDiO Exhibits
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MP3 Integration Projections*


USA: Autos,i~-usewit;,l~: :~ ’ - .. 2005 2000 2011
iPod ]~teg~ation’ .:~ ~ .’-- : ¯ :’~ : -,. #F~ 0.5 8.2 28


Bluetooth A2DP~-~ ’~ :’ ":-’- , - -. ~H      --           0,8           8.5
WO~dWide~ ~ums i~use w~h:’.~ ,’~’


’~-’ "" ; - ’ ~I 0,9 ~9 73~p~d IntegratiOn,, ~ ......


BIUetOo~ A2DP ’/’: ~,"::.-. "- ’ .-~.’ "~ #M L      -- ,          2             25 ,


"The rapid ramp up of available solutions from automotive OEMs is a
stark contrast to the normal five-year product development cycle in
the automotive industry." (Phil Magney, Telematics Research Group
2OO5)


" Projections do not include Apple’s recent agreement with GM, Ford, and Mazda (July 2006)


Source. Te/ernattcs Research Group Incorporated (December 2005) 42
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..... XM’s OEM Business


Calendar Year XM Produt~lon


OEM


¢3
~urce XM OEM Finance Team (August 2006)
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OEM Monthly Website Visitation


¯ Growth and high usage of OEM partner websites


Source" cernScore Med~e Mefnx (June 2005)
44
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Weekly Website Visits (week ending 4/30/06)


Con~0e~la+ ana Propnetar~ Int~nlatlon of XM Satel~te R+=o, I~C
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Previous Awareness of XM


¯ Previous awareness of XM among Non-Renewers has increased
significantly since last year.


¯ Prior awareness and interest in XM among Renewers has remained stable
since last year.


¯ 43% of Non-Renewers "heard of XM" but thought it was not for you" in
2005, significant increase to 2004 (34% of Non-Renewers ’heard of XM but
thought It was not for you."


Source XM Barrler= to Act~vabon Study (GM) 200,5
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~
......... XM’s~>~ .... o OEM Web Presence: Best Practices


When the user clicks on XM radio, he or she is directed to
lexus.comfxmradio which is a clean, easy-to-navigate portal that
assumes the Lexus skin (i.e. look and feel)


S~urce lexu~ corn (August 2006) 47
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Online Survey
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SATELLITE
RADIO


XM Satellite Radio
Customer Satisfaction Study


Final Report


Proprieta+y & Co++fJdontJal







Executive Summary
Overall Programming and Channels


SATELLITE
RADIO


Overall, programming and channels ratings indicates an improvement opportunity for XM since Sirius has a satisfaction
advantage.


Music programming still remains the most important programming genre for nearly all Satellite Radio Listeners, despite
investment in alternative and differentiating content such as sports and talk.


XM Subscribers are satisfied with both music programming, but directionally lower than Sirius.
Hard Rock and Alternative music represent two genres that are relatively weaker for XM, with Hard Rock creating
significantly higher satisfaction among Sirius listeners (overall ’Rock" genres receives lower ratings among XM
subscribers than Sirius). Pop music ratings should be paid close attention to.
Generally, lower satisfaction ratings by music genre tend to reflect niche programming that likely appeals to sub-
segments of listeners (such as World music, Contemporary Christian, Punk).


Even though Sirius has the exclusive programming rights for NFL, by far the most important sports programming genre to
both Sirius and XM Subscribers, XM and Sirius Subscribers are similarly likely to be satisfied with sports programming
overall. NFL programming may be a more useful acquisition than retenhon tool for Sirius.


Investment in radio personalities appears to have paid off more for Sirius in terms of generating relatively higher
satisfaction levels for this content among their Subscribers. However this is still a relatively low driver of satisfaction for
both XM and Sirius relative to channel variety and music related issues. Note, Talk Five (with Ellen DeGeneres) has just
launched when we fielded the study.


Local traffic and weather represents the most significant gap between XM subscriber importance and satisfaction, while it
generates a relatively high level of satisfaction among Sirius Subscribers.


XM Subscribers are turned off by what they perceive as a high level of commercials on XM, which may include advertising
on non-music channels, as well as advertising for XM programming and services that occurs on music and non-music
channels. Given that in many cases the commercial free claim has attracted Satellite Radio Subscribers away from
traditional media it is critical that this dissatisfier is addressed.


The majority of Sirius Subscribers say the amount of commercials is just right.


DJ’s knowledge of music and the frequency of live music performances are significantly more likely to satisfy Sirius
Subscribers than XM Subscribers.
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Recommendations
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XM also needs to review programming content where there remains opportunities to
improve satisfaction:


XM should continue to make investments in ensuring music programming meets the
needs of not only mainstream, but niche genres, where satisfaction among core listeners
tends to be lower.                                                  ’
Opportunities to improve core listener satisfaction with sports may be through expanding
and improving college sports programming.
Local traffic and weather represents is also a programming area that should be focused
on since there is a significant gap between XM subscriber importance and satisfaction.


XM should address listener’s perceptions of the balance between programming and
commercials by:


ensuring that expectations are clearly set by both marketing and at the POS that
commercial free programming only applies to music
experimenting with different ways of inserting commercials into programming to learn
what is most tolerable to listeners without alienating advertisers
being aware that Subscribers consider advertising for XM programming and products as
commercials too.
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Reasons for Overall Satisfaction
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Both XM and Sirius Subscribers
were likely to cite programming,
especially the variety of stations
and commercial-free broadcasting,
as a reason for being satisfied with
their Satellite Radio service.


Sirius Subscribers were more
likely to mention programming
as source of satisfaction.


More than a quarter of satisfied XM
Subscribers cited dissatisfaction
with programming. This is driven
by Subscribers explaining a less
than perfect rating of 8 or 9 or 10.


Programming (Net)
L~e the rrusi¢
Like the news
Like the stations/prograrrrring
Variety of choices/stations
Variety of music
No con’n’erciale
I like il/satisfied (unspecified)
Like the talk s how s
Has something for everyone/aiw ays something to suil tastes
Like thst there is little taldng/few DJs
Specific program (Subnet)


Like a specific host/program
I like How ard Stern
I like Opla and Anthony (XM Radio)


Sports programs (Subnet)
L~e 1he sports
lille basebal!/Major League Baseball
I I~e foolballf NFL football


Coverage and Reception (Net)
Good sound quality
Can listen to it anyw here/ev eryw hero
Coast-to-coasl reception/continuous reception o[ the same stations w bile travelling
Good reception


Other Menttons (Net)
Like internet features/can listen online
Betler than regular radio/don’t listan to regular radio anymore
Other Satisfied reasons


10~7;"-’-~ ----’-’1T%
4% 2%
11% 9%
17% 17%
8% 7%
16% 18%
18% 32% A
3% 3%
4% 6%
1% 3%


6% 6%
0% 3% A
2% 0%
7% 7%
3% 5%
3% 0%
0% 2% A
17% 13%
3% 5%
3% 4%
7% 3%
7% 5%
9% 8%
1% 2%
5% 6%
1% 6% A


~ogra.,,~ng (Not) ~8% B 12%"3Coverage and Reception (Net) ~ ~
~dio ~ce~er (~t) 6% 2%
~t and ~y~nt Ter~ (~t) 3% 3%
~efer other brand (~t) 1% 2%
~sto~r so.ice (~t) 2% 0%
~her (~t) 3% 5%


A2. (Top3Box Summary) Why did you rate your overall satisfaction with XM/Sinus as you did?
Letters indicate the value is significantly higher than the value in the corresponding column at the 95% confidence level. Base: All respondents Rating 8, g, 10
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Reasons for Overall Dissatisfaction
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¯ XM and Sirius Subscribers
cited similar reasons for
being dissatisfied with their
Satellite Radio Service.


¯ The most commonly.cited
cause for dissatisfaction for
both XM and Sirius
Subscribers was
programming.


¯ XM Subscribers specifically
mentioned too much
advertising and the need for
more music and more or
different programming
selections.


¯ XM Subscribers also
mention customer service.


Programming (Net)
Too much advertising/supposed to be commercial-free
Repetitive prograrnn~ng
Don’t like the DJsl too much talk from ELls
V~uld like rmrel different/improved selections (stations, progran~nng)
Cancelled a show/slation I liked
M usic related reason (Subnet)


Doesn’t play the type of music I like
Would like more music/nusio station variety (all mentions)


Sports related reason (Subnet)
NASCAR is rnoviog to Sirius


Coverage and Reception (Net)
Bad reception (unspecified)
Poor sound qualily
Lost signal


Radio Receiver or Device (Net)
Receiver problems
Installation problems


problems w ilh w ebsite/onl=ne services/channels not available or onl~ available online


Difficult to use (all mentions)
Cost and Payment Terms (Net)


Billing/account issues
Too expensive
Have to pay for station I don’t listen to
Price increase


Prefer other brand (Net)
Prefer Sirius
Prefer other brand


Custom er service (Net)
Poor coslormr servioe


Other (Net)
Don’t use the service often/as much as I anticipated
Will not renew subscription/considering not renew ing subscr~lion
Other Dissatisfied reasons


A2. (LowSBox Summary) Why did you rate your overall satisfaction with XM/Sidus as you did?
Letters indicate the value is significantly higherthan the value in the corresponding column at the 95% confidence level.


14%
5%
5%


11%
9%


7%
14%


2%
21%
9%
3%
13%
13%
9%
1%
2%
2%
15%
4%
8%
2%
2%
8%
7%
1%


14%
5%
11%
7%


22%
0%
0%
0%
0%
17%


0%
6%


0%
28%
22%
0%
17%
28%
28%
6%
0%
0%
0%
0%
O%
0%
0%
8%
0%
6%
0%
O%


11%
6%
6%
t7%


Base: All respondents rating 1-5
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Reason for Initial Subscription
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Aftermarket subscriptions are largely
attributed to programming for both XM
and Sirius.


Sirius AM subscribers are more
than twice as likely to have initially
subscribed for specific
programming content, mainly
Howard Stern or football.


Sirius AM Subscribers are also
more likely to have subscribed
because they dislike commercial
radio.


XM OEM subscriptions were driven by
a free trial or simply being available in
the vehicle purchased.


Programming (Net)
Preferred programTing/better stations
Variety of programming
No commercials
For the music
For the variety of music
Specific program - Subnet


For Howard Stern
For Opie & Anthony
For a particular host/program


Sport Programs Reason - Subnet
For NASCAR
For baseball
For the sports content
For Football


Cost (Net)
Cost/price (unspecified)


Low er cost/price dropped
Free trial


Recommended (Net)
Coverage and Reception (Net)


Continuous service w hen traveling/coast-to-cost reception
Radio Receiver/Device (Net)


Liked the receiver (any mentions)
Other (Net)


Curiosity/to try it
Came w ith my vehicle
’Was the only one available/wasn’t aw are of options
Better than local/AIW FM radio
Dislike commercial radio
It w as a gift


44% B


0%
4% B
4% B


12% B
4%
5%
2%
1%


13% G
5% B
5%
2%


9% B
11%
5%


9% BC
6% B
29%


~% ~


30%
4%
7%
9%
3%
4%
2%
0%
1%
2%
6%
2%
3%
1%
0%


18% A
1%


15%


12%
7%
0%
0%


64% A
5% A


66%
9%
4%
4%


4%


0%
20%
0%
0%


4% 5%
9% B 1%
9% B I%


2%
0%
0%
6%
4%
0%
0%
0%


29%
0%
O%
2%


L2o~ A~
20% A


A 14. Thinking hack to the time you initially subscribed to XIVVSMus Satellite Radio, what was the main reason you subscribed to this service?
Letters indicate the value is significantly higher than the value in the corresponding column at the 95% confidence level.


Base: Tenure than 12 months
Columns tested: AJB - A/C
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Identifying Drivers of Dissatisfaction and Delight
and Prioritizing Improvement Opportunities


Introduction and Explanation
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Identifying Delighted and Dissatisfied XM
Subscribers


Customers are divided into three unique sub-
groups based on their overall satisfaction with
XM:


’Delighted’ customers whose base
expectations are generally exceeded. Members
of this group are most likely to be loyal, be
advocates, and may have higher spending
levels. The majority of XM Subscribers are
delighted. (Defined as those who rated 9 or 10
on Overall Satisfaction with XM).


Customers who are merely satisfied, and
whose needs are only ’adequately’ met.
(Defined as those who rated 6-8 on Overall
Satisfaction with XM)


Dissatisfied customers whose ’must-have’
needs are not being met. Membership in this
group is often a reliable predictor of customer
defection. Very few XM Subscribers are
dissatisfied. (Defined as those who rated 1-5
on Overall Satisfaction with XM)


Delighted
Customers
are more


loyal


DeflnitelyWill Continue
DefinitelyWill Recom mend
More than I Receiver
% of listening time spent
listening to Satellite Radio
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Identifying Drivers of XM Delight and Dissatisfaction
-Penalty/Reward Analysis*


SATELLITE
RADIO


A Penalty/Reward analysis is used to determine the key drivers of delight and dissatisfaction.
- Programming and Listener Care are the top two areas driving XM Subscribers’


Dissatisfaction.


- Receiver, Coverage and reception and Programming are the areas driving XM Subscriber
Delight.


Drivers of Dissatisfaction         Drivers of Deliqht


Receiver


Programming and channels


Signal coverage and reception


Billing and payment


Channel and Feature
Information


L=stener care


Activation process
Base; Total XM ~UbSct~ber


Ih
eparate models are run based on the understanding that the drivers of dissatisfaction and delight can be different. The more likely customers are to use
e top 2 scores (9 or 10) for overall satisfaction when also scoring each product attribute in the top 2, the greater the reward. Conversely, the more likely


ustomers are to use the bottom 5 scores (1,2, 3, 4, or 5) for overall satisfaction when also scoring the product attribute in the bottom 5, the greater the
enalty.


.
More analytical explanation: see appendix page 128
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Drivers of XM Delight vs. Performance
-Quadrant Analysis
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4O%


30%


~ 20%


10%


0%
0%


XM-DelightI


Low Performance
High Importance


High Performance
High importance


Low Pedormance F High Performance
Low Importance | Low Importance


25% 50% 75% 100%


Performance (% Satisfied)


In order of decreasinq importance
1) Receiver
2) Coverage and Reception
3) Programming and Channels              , ,’
4) Billing and P=lyment
5) Channel and Feature ~ormation
6) Listener Care
7) Activa~on


Drivers of Delight are also better
understood in the context of actual
percent of Subscribers Delighted:
Programming and Channels represents
the biggest opportunity to delight more
XM Subscribers, as this is a strong driver
of delight, and delight with this area is
relatively lower than for other
performance areas.


A Quadrant Chart is used to show how XM performs in areas that are strong drivers of delight or dissatisfaction. Importance is derived through Penalty
Rewards Analysis. Performance is the % of Subscribers delighted with that attribute. Attributes that fall into the upper left quadrant are most critical, as they


represent areas of above average importance and below average performance. These areas should be considered primary improvement opportunities.
Attributes that fall into the lower left quadrant represent below average importance and below average performance. These areas may be considered


secondary improvement opportunities.
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Drivers of Sirius Delight vs. Performance
"Quadrant Analysis
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l Sirius-Delight*
4O%


30%


20%


lO%


0%
0%


Low Performance
High Importance


Low Performance
Low Importance


High Performance
High Importance


~-~) High Performance
Low Importance


25% 50% 75% 100%


Performance (% Satisfied)


In order of decreasinq importance
1) Programming arid Channels
2) Reoeiver ~     ’~ ’ ~’ =
3) Coverage and Reoeption                 ~
4) Billing and Payment                   " ’
5) Channel and Feature Information
6) Listener Care
7) ActivalJon


Largely due to small sample sizes, and
low variability in overall ratings, there is
little differentiation in drivers of delight for
Sirius aside from Customer Care ’and
Activation, which have little role in driving
delight.
Drivers of Dissatisfaction are not shown
for Sirius due to low sample sizes.


A Quadrant Chart is used to show how Sirius performs in areas that are strong drivers of delight or dissatisfaction. Importance is derived through Penalty
Rewards Analysis. Performance is the % of Subscribers delighted with that attribute. Attributes that fall into the upper left quadrant are most critical, as they


represent areas of above average importance and below average performance. These areas should be considered primary improvement opportunities.
Attributes that fall into the lower left quadrant represent below average importance and below average performance. These areas may be considered


secondary improvement opportunities.
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Drivers of Delight
XM Aftermarket vs. OEM
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¯ Strongest delight drivers for Aftermarket Subscribers are Programming and Channels, while
OEM delight is more likely to be driven by receivers and reception.


IXM AM-Delightt
40% 40%


Low P~rforma~¢~
High Ir~ortance


30%


10%


0%
0% 75% lO0%25% 50%


Performance (% Satisfied)


30%


20%


10%


IXM OEM-DelightI
Low Performance
High Importance ~)


0%
0% 25% 50% 75% lOO%


Performance (% Satisfied)


DRIVERS OF DELIGHT


’ ~" ’,2j" Billing =ndP~f"~": ............. :., ,: ............
3) Co~geand ~pt~on


[ 4) Liste~r Care
I 5) C~nnel a~ Feature INormabon
I 6) Relier
~ 7) ~cti~t~on


DRIVERS OF DELIGHT
[-- ~"~-~’~i~; ...........................................................]
[ ~ co~~ -l


L 6) LJ~e~
1


L ~J~ J


Attributes are listed in order of decreasinq importance. Bolded attributes represent improvement opportunities.
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Drivers of XM Dissatisfaction vs. Performance
-Quadrant Analysis
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40%


3O%


20%


1o%


o%


IXM-Dissatisfaction I


Low Performance f~lgh Perfo~
High Importance t~igh Impo/


Low Performance |High Pen
Low Importance ILow Imp(


100% 75% 50% 25%


Perform ance (% Dissatistied)


In order of decreasinq importance
1) Programming and Channels


I 2) ,Listener Care , ,’, ’, ~ , ,; :
3) Billing and Payment
4) Activation
5) Receiver
6) Coverage and Reception


7) Channel and Feature hformation


nance
91~ce


~rmance~tance


Drivers of dissatisfaction are better
understood in the context of actual
percent of Subscribers who are
dissatisfied:                  ’


Listener Care stands out as an
opportunity to improve service among
XM Subscribers, as this is a strong driver
of dissatisfaction, and dissatisfaction with
this area is high.


While programming is a strong driver of
dissatisfaction, the proportion of
subscribers dissatisfied with
programming is relatively low.


A Quadrant Chart is used to show how XM performs in areas that are strong drivers of delight or dissatisfaction. Importance is derived through Penalty
Rewards Analysis. Performance is the % of Subscribers dissatisfied with that attribute. Attributes that fall into the upper left quadrant are most critical, as


they represent areas of above average importance and below average performance. These areas should be considered pdmary improvement
opportunities. Attributes that fall into the lower left quadrant represent below average importance and below average performance. These areas should be


considered secondary improvement opportunities.
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Drivers of Dissatisfaction
XM Aftermarket vs. OEM
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¯ Listener Care is a relatively stronger driver of dissatisfaction among Aftermarket
Subscribers, versus OEM where activation is more of an issue.


0
o
o


o


30%


AM-Dissatisfaction
40%                                                                                         4~


Low Pedormance
High Importance


0%
10o% 75% 50% 25% 0%


Perform ante (% Dissatisfied)


DRIVERS OF DISSATISFACTION
I) Programming and Channels
2) Listener Gem
3) Billing and Payment ....... ~; ...... ~ ,, ,,
4) Aobvation
5) Coverage and Receptmn
6) Channe~ and feature Information


. _~).._R.e.~. ,~! ...................................


36%


_~ 20%


XM OEM-Dissatisfaction


Low Performance
High Impodance


75% 50%


t")


25% 0%
Performance (% Dissatisfied)


DRIVERS OF DISSATISFACTION
; f) Programming and Channels


2) Receiver


4) Listener Care
5) Coverage and Reception
6) Billing and Payment
7) Channel and Feature Informal~on


Attributes are listed in order of decreasinq importance. Bolded attributes represent improvement opportunities.
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Programming Satisfaction







Key Findings: Programming
¯ Overall: Improvement Opportunity for XM, Sirius satisfaction advantage.


SATELLITE
RADIO


Sirius Subscribers rate higher programming significantly higher than XM Subscribers in areas that are key drivers of
satisfaction "offering genres or channels that you like," "amount of commercials heard on channels overall" and "the
amount of DJ’s knowledge of music."


Formatting factors most likely to drive delight with programming are consistent across both XM and Sidus:
- 1 ) Offering a variety of channels overall


- 2) Playing the type of music subscribers like


- 3) Offering genres or channels that subscribers like


While XM and Sirius are equally likely to meet the needs of their subscribers on (1) and (2), offering genres or channels
that subscribers like generates a higher level of satisfaction among Sirius than XM Subscribers.


DJ’s knowledge of music and the frequency of live music performances are significantly more likely to satisfy Sirius
Subscribers than XM Subscribers.


The amount of commercials played on channels overall is the format factor most likely to drive programming
dissatisfaction for XM.


The majority of XM Subscribers indicate there are too many commercials, while the majority of Sirius Subscribers say
the amount of commercials is just right.


¯ Radio Personalities also generate a significant amount of dissatisfaction among both services’ subscribers although this is
not a significant driver of overall programming satisfaction in either case.


¯ ~~Where there is dissatisfaction with the balance between DJ and music it is because DJ’s talk too much rather /commentary


~.~.than too little.
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Programming Satisfaction
XM vs. Sirius (Total)
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RADIO


Sirius Subscribers rate higher programming significantly higher than XM Subscribers in areas that
are key drivers of satisfaction "offering genres or channels that you like," "amount of commercials
heard on channels overall" and "the amount of DJ’s knowledge of music."


O
o
O


co


100%


0%


4% 3%


2O%


Programming
and Channels


OVERALL


79%


3%6%


Play ,ng the
lype of rnuslc


you hke


79%


4% 3% . 6% 3%


XM Total (A):


~ ~ahsfled (Top3Box) /
p~ssatisfied (Low3Box!


72%


3%6% 9%


Sidus Total (B):


~D~ssahsfied (Low3Box!


59%56%


3% 1%
9% 6%


Var=ety of Olfernng genres The v ariely of Amount of The Dd’s The amount
channels or channels songs played commercials knowledge of DJ talk or
overall thal you hke on each channel ofrnuslc c~rnrnen~ary


XM Subscriber Derived Importanco


17


54% 57%


16% 15%


Rad,o
personalities


3% 1%


Coverage of
special events


4% 2% 4% 3%


Exclusive arbsfs Frequency of
performances hv e music


performances







o
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Programming Drivers of Delight and Dissatisfaction
XM and Sirius Subscribers (Total)
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¯ The top driver of programming delight for both XM and Sirius is variety of channels offered followed by
personal preference for music and channels/genres.
The top three drivers of XM subscriber delight are also the top three drivers of dissatisfaction. Amount of
commercials on channels is the 4t" strongest driver of dissatisfaction and represents a key improvement
opportunity (above average importance and below average performance).


X__N_N-Delight
30% 30%


~:20~


Low Performance
High Importance


0%
0% 75% 100%25% 50%


Performance (% Delighted)


~:20%


~10%


Low Performance
High Importance


XM-Dissatisfaction


Low Performance
High Inlportance


........................


Performance (% Dlesatlsfled}
25%


0%
0% 50% 75% IOO%


performance (% Delighted)


DRIVERS OF DISSATISFACTION
1) Offenng g~r~res or ¢ha~nel~ tf’e~ou hk~
2) Praying the type of music you |ke
3) Variety of channels overall


5) Variety of songs played on each channel
6) AmoLnt of OJ talkor commentary
7) Radio personalities
8) DJ’s knew~edge of music
9) Frequency of live performances
10) Coverage of special events
11) ExclusP~e artist’s perform ances


DRIVERS OF DELIGHT
:    1) Va riety of channels overall


_..~.~r,~.~.~.~q.9~] .........................
5) A~ ef co~rcia~


~ 53~,-~%~--;~-~-~; .............................
7) A~.gf ~ .~ o[.~e.~ ..................................


.... ~. ~ L~J~t~ ....................................
9) ~o~%~91 e~ ...................................


10~ ~l~i~ a~sfs peffo~ames


_ 10 Fr~gfli~o~s


DRIVERS OF DELIGHT
1) Vanetyofchannels overall


~    2) P la~nng the type of music you like
3) Offenng genres or channels that you Itke
4) DJ’s knowledge of music
5) Variety of songs played on each channel
6) Arnount of commercials
7~ Frequencyof |ve performances
8) Exclusive a~tist’s performances
9) Radio personalities


10) AmountofDJ talkor commentary
11) Cove rage of special events


Attributes are listed in order of decreasinq importance. Bolded attributes represent improvement opportunities.
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DJ Talk and Commercials
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XM Subscribers are more likely to claim that there are too many commercials on their
service than Sirius Subscribers.
Where there is dissatisfaction with the balance between DJ commentary and music it is
because DJ’s talk too much, rather than too little.


Amount of DJ Talk Amount of Commercials


¯ Too much II Just right ~. Too little I ¯ Too many ¯ Just right ~ Too few
(Top2Box) (MidBox) (Low 2Box) I (Top2Box) (M=dBox) (Low 2Box)


XM Total


(.=1,~)


Sirius Total
(n=145) (B)


XM Dissatisfied (1-3}
(n=157)


XM Total


(.=t,S66) (A)


Sirius Total


(n=145) (B)


XM Dissatisfied (1~3)
(n=291) (A)


o
0


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% , 100%


C4. Why did you rate ’the amount of DJ talk or
commentary" as a you did? (Base: All respondents)


Letters indicate the value is slgnrficantly higher than the value in the corresponding co/urnn at the 95% confidence level
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C5. Why did you rate ’the amount of commorclats you hear
on channels overall" as a you did? (~se: All respottdents)
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What are Subscribers saying about Commercials
on XM?
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Too much advertising for XM programming or products
¯ There are commercials on your "commercial free" music channels. Please quit try=ng to sell me a radio that I already have. Also quit trying to get me to change


channels. If I wanted to listen to another channel I would already be there.
¯ "Commercial free" should include no commercials for ×M radio..
¯ Your music commercials are horrible especially artist confidential and then again now. When XM first hired Bob Edwards I almost cancelled my subscription because


of the never ending non stop Bob Edwards commercials.
¯ The XM commercials get very annoying since they are repeated so often during the day/week/month. Get more sponsors/advertisers or at the very least hire better


voice-over talent. The History Today fellow is awful.
¯ I thought I was getting a commercial free music service. Too many commercials for XM radio on the service itself. Thinking of canceling my subscription.
¯ As a whole, satellite radio is superior to free AM/FM commercial radio. We could use less of the advertising on the satellite stuff. After all, we pay to not have


commercials.
¯ I enjoy various parts of the XM offerings - but hate the amount of advertising for other XM channels, and for other products on it. Also, I really hate the way the


commercials for other channels come on suddenly a lot louder than the station you are currently listening to. I may get rid of my subscription over th~s issue.
¯ There are too many commercials and most of them are for XM.
¯ For a ?commercial free? radio there seem to be a lot of XM related commercial.
Perceptions that the amount of advertising is increasing
¯ I pay for XM for the music. Commercial free, talk free music, rm starting to hear more and more talk and commercials (mostly XM radio stuff) on Top Tracks. Again, I


want and pay for talk and commercial free music. Talk and commercials are for FM and FM sucks.
¯ In my year as a subscriber, it feels as if commercial advertising programming on other channels has greatly increased
¯ Commercials are becoming more common on the comedy channel
¯ rm in areas where radio is very limited. ×M was purchased for music without excessive talk. There is getting more and more conversation and commemials for
¯ They are starting to play a lot of commercials wh=ch is what I trying to get away from. I feel as long as I am paying for the service it should be commercial free but


guess it will eventually become like cable television. I think if the commercials continue to increase I would probably discontinue my service.
¯ The service is much better than FM but it is getting more commercials woven into the programming
¯ There is beginning to be a lot of commercials on the radio. When it was first activated there was hardly ever a commercial.
Perceptions that XM was entirely commercial-free
¯ The main reason I got XM radio was because I was fired of listening to commemials on regular radio.Well after I got XM radio I found out that some of the channels


have commercials too, and that really pisses me of!!
¯ I thought XM would be commercial free. I do not like the fact that XM radio feels the need to advertise itself constantly.
¯ I was under the impression that it was commercial free, which it is not.
¯ I got it because your ad always said commercials free and it’s not, also when you do listen to it you have to turn your radio up to hear the music and then when a


commercial comes on it’s 3 times louder then what you had the radio set at, so my usage of XM is I listen to it about 20% of my day instead of 100%, I drive truck so I
find it kinda bad, and have been going back to normal FM radio more and more.


¯ I primarily listen to 164 Radio Classics. I wish they wouldn’t break in the middle of each show for commercials. I find it distracting and chose XM because I thought it
was commercial-free.


A2. Why did you rate your overall satisfaction with XM/Sidus as you did? Verbatim responses relating to dissatisfaction with commercials
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What are Subscribers Who Are Most Dissatisfied
with Commercials Listening to?


Listen Daily


Subscribers most dissatisfied with commercials
on XM are more likely to be listening to
programming that isn’t commercial-free than
subscribers overall.


¯ They are also more likely to be dissatisfied with
the amount of DJ talk or commentary.


¯ Dissatisfaction with commercials is not limited to
Satellite Radio.


76% of this group say they are ’tired of all the
advertising on TV, the radio and the Internet,
vs. 66% of Subscribers overall. (Data not
shown).


Music


News


Talk


Sports


Comedy


Traffic/Weather


Kids


21%


~%


o%


85%


% Too many
com m e rcials


20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
Perceptions of Commercials and DJ’s


98%
58%


SATELLITE
RADIO
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% Too much DJ
Talklcom m e ntary


O%


21


71%
42%


20% 40% 60% 80%


¯ XM Total (n=1,666)


¯ XM Subscribers ~ssatlsfled with
Corn m e rclals (Bottom3box) (n=291)


100%
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Key Findings: Programming Genres


Overall improvement opportunity for XM, Sirius satisfaction advantage


¯ Local traffic and weather represents the most significant gap between XM subscriber importance and satisfaction.


SATELLITE
RADIO


Sirius Subscribers rate their service significantly higher on local traffic and weather, and directionally higher on music
programming.


XM Subscribers are significantly more likely than Sirius Subscribers to listen to music programming on a daily basis and
to listen to a higher number of channels regularly.


Sirius Subscribers are more likely to be daily listeners of Traffic and Weather.


o
0
o


o
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¯ ¯


Importance of Key Programming Genres
SATELLITE
RADIO


0


0


¯ Both XM and Sirius Subscribers state that music is by far the most important type of
programming for them. Music programming is followed by News, Sports, and Local Traffic
and Weather in stated importance among listeners to either satellite radio service.


¯ There are no significant differences in importance of programming genres between XM and
Sirius Subscribers.


(n=I,666)


1. Music programming


2. News programming


3. Sports programming


4. Local traffic & weather


5. Comedy programming


6. Talk programming


7. Kids programming


92%


64%


49%


48%


46%


39%


16%


C6. In general, how important to you are each of the following types of programming? % Top3box Stated Importance
Arrows indicate the value is sign#~cantly higher at the 95% confidence level.


24


1. Music programming


2. News programming


3. Sports programming


4. Local traffic & weather


5. Talk programming


6. Comedy programming


7, Kids programming


(n=145)


88%


63%


49%


48%


41%


41%


19%


Base: All respondents







Key Genre Satisfaction
XM and Sirius Subscribers (Total)


SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ Sirius Subscribers rate their service significantly higher on local traffic and weather, and
directionally higher on music programming.


0


0


100% Jl-I XM (A) [] Sirius (B) l


80%


" 60%.O


o,- 40% -


20% -


0%


68%


79%A
86%


80%I


Programming Music


77%75%


68%66%
I


News 8ports Local traffic &
and Channels


OVERALL


XM Sample Size: 1,666
Sirius Sample Size: 145


70%
-- 66%


Comedy


64%65%


programming programming programming weather
Talk


programming programming


1,644 I 1,326 I 1,026 918
140 106 93 78


1,045


J


948
90 83


.~ Significantly more important
m XM Usteners


"~Significantly more Important
to Sirius Listeners


69%


Kids programming
satisfaction among
XM HH with kids
<13yrsis58% J


Kids
programming*


326
39


Hight XM Listener Stated Importance


Letters indicate the value is significantly higher than the value In the corresponding column at the 95% confidence level.


;Low


Base: All respondents who listen to genre
* Small Sirius Base <50
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Key Genre Importance Performance ’Gaps’
- XM Subscribers


SATELLITE
RADIO


Local Traffic and Weather is clearly an opportunity where XM can improve performance in
an area that is very important to hlaif-the-subscriber-base:-. Slports programming would be a
secondary improvement priority.


100%


9O%


80%


70°1o


F- 60%


40%


30%


20%


10%


Low Performance
High Importance ¯ Musio progra mining


¯ News programmi~


Local traffic & wsat~,~ Sports programm


Talk programming


¯ Kids programming


~g ¯ Comedy programming


o%
60% 65% 70% 75% 80% 85% 90%


Performance (% top3box among XM Listeners who rate genre very important)
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¯ ¯
Importance of Key Programming Genres By XM
Demographic Groups


SATELLITE
RADIO


Music is the most important type of programming for all demographic groups and News is
the second most important for most. However, for the 18-34 age group, Comedy is second
in importance only to Music.


lOO%


8o%


60%


40%


20%


0%


Music 92%


News, 64%


Talk 3~,~


K~ds’ 16%


. Music 91%


News 65%C


sp~ 52% c
.co~: 48% ¢


Tra~dWeathe[ 46%
Talk. 42% C


K~ds. 13%


Music. ~6% B


Canedy.
Spa~s" 3P/0


Talk’ 37,(,
Kids’ 25% B


-- Music: 9~/0 G


-- Comedy 59% EFG
-- News. 55%
-- spot’ 51%
-- Tralllc/Wea~er 47°/0


--Kid~:19% FG


M~Ic. 93% G


News 66% D


Trail c/W~fJ1e. 4,9°/0
Comed~ 4,9%0
Smrls: 4/°1o


¯ Tat(: 42°/0


. Kids 27°/0 DFG


. Music 92%


¯ News’ 65% D


- Sports: 51%
¯ TraltctWea~ 47%
¯ C~medy’ 44% G
. Talk’ 3~/0


, Kids: 13% G


Music: 89%


News. e8% D


Traic/W~ether 51%
Sp(~s 46%


XM Total Male Female 18-34 36-44
(n=1,666) (A) (n=1,256) (B) (n=410) (C) (n=332) (D) (n=418) (E)


< XM Subscribers
C6. In general, how important to you are each of the following types of pregramming?
Letters indicate the value is significantly higher than the value in the corresponding column at the 95% confidence level.


46-~4
(n=4SS) (F)


66 +
(n=448) (O)
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¯ Music 88%


: Co~neoy’ 41%
TaJk 41%


¯ Kids"


Sirius Tota I
(n=14S) (H)


Base: All respondents
Columns tested: AJH - B/C - D/E/F/G







Satellite Radio Listening Behavior
SATELLITE
RADIO


XM Subscribers are significantly more likely than Sirius Subscribers to listen to music
programming on a daily basis and to listen to a higher number of channels regularly.
Sirius Subscribers are more likely to be daily listeners of Traffic and Weather.


% Rarely/Never
Listen


XM Sirius


1% [ 3%A


20% ] 27%


43% I 43%


38% I 36%
I
I


80%B 73%


% Listen Daily


Music


N~ws


Talk


Sports


Comedy


Traffic/Weather


Kid s


85%B


37%
34%


24%
26%


22%


~I~1 9%
%


%
23%A


4%
6%


IX,M= Total


¯ 51flus Total
(n=t45) (B)


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


Number of Channels Listened to Regularly


I ¯ 1-5 ¯ 6-9 ¯ 10÷
I Average #of Channels


.......
XM AM


(n=846) (B) 8.6 C


XM OEM ~
(n=820) (C) 7.6


Sirius Total
7.7


(n=145) (D)


0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


C7. How often do you hsten to each of the following types of programming on XM./Sirlus Satellite Radio?
C2. How many channels do you regularly listen to on XM/Sirlus Satelhte Radio?
Letters indicate the value is significantly higher than the value in the corresponding column at the 95% confidence level.


Base: All respondents
*Based to those with children in household (n=589)
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Music Programming


Importance and Satisfaction
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Key Findings: Music Programming


¯ Overall improvement opportunity for XM, Sirius satisfaction advantage.


SATELLITE
RADIO


XM Subscribers are satisfied with both music programming, but directionally lower than Sirius.
Hard rock and alternative music represent two genres that are relatively weaker for XM, with Hard
Rock creating significantly higher satisfaction among Sirius listeners. Pop music ratings should be
paid close attention to.


Generally, lower satisfaction ratings by music genre tend to reflect niche programming that likely
appeals to sub-segments of listeners (such as World music, Contemporary Christian, Punk).


¯ Overall, "Rock" genres receives lower ratings among XM subscribers than Sirius.
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Music GenresImportance
SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ Both XM and Sirius Subscribers state that Classic Rock is the most important music genre
for them followed by Rock, Oldies, and Soft Rock..


¯ There are very few differences in importance between XM and Sirius Subscribers overall.


(n=1,644)


1. Classic Rock 56%
2. Rock 54%
3. Oldies 48%
4. Soft Rock 37%
5. Country 36%
6. Jazz 32%
7, Pop 31%
8. Alternative 26%
9. Classical 24%


10. Hard Rock 24%
11. R/B and Soul 20%
12. Dance 17%
13. New Age 15%
14. Punk 15%
15. Hip Hop/Rap 14%
16. World MusiclReggae/Folk 14%
17. Contemporary Christian 11%
18. Gospel 8%
19. Latin 8%


t. Classic Rock
2. Rock
3. Oldies
4. Soft Rock
6. Pop
6. Hard Rook
7. Classical
8. Country
9. Jazz


10. New Age
11. Alternative
t2. R/B and Soul
13. World MusiclReggaelFolk
14. Dance
t5. Contemporary Christian
16. Hip Hop/Rap
17. Punk
18. Gospel
19. Latin


69%
54%
46%
39%
37%


38%T
33%1"
31%
31%


26%1"
26%
23%


21%1"
2t%


19%1"
17%
16%
13%
11%


C9. In general, how important to you are each of the following types of music programming? Top3Box Importance
Arrows indicate the value is significantly higher at the 95% confidence level. Base: All music listeners
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Music Genres Performance
XM and Sirius Subscribers (Total)


SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ Sirius Subscribers rate their service significantly higher on "Hard Rock", "Dance" and
"Gospel." Overall, "Rock" genres receives lower ratings among XM subscribers than Sirius.


¯ The genres that Sirius subscribers state as being more important, are also the genres
where they outperform us.


100% ] ~


0%! ""


I ~xH (A) l-ISirius (B} I


Z


~ Significant/y more important
to’ XM Listeners


~Significantly more important
to Sit,us listeners


tXMSample Size:I 1,666 1,366 I 1,368 { 1,322 I 1,315 I 1,099 I 1,127 I 1,15sirlus Sample Size:I 145    120 1 113 I 11,5 I 112 I 92 96 t 99 I


High~ XM Listener Stated Importance
Letters indicate the value is significantly higher than the value in the corresponding column at the 95% confidence level


~ Low
Base: All respondents who listen to genre
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¯ ¯
Music Genre Importance and Performance ’Gaps’
- XM Subscribers


SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ Hard Rock and Alternative music represent two relatively important genres that are considerably weaker
for XM. Pop music ratings should be paid close attention to.


Generally, lower satisfaction rating~by-music-gen-re-tend-to-refle~ct niche programming that likely
appeals to smaller sub-segments o~_listeners (such as World mu_lsic, Contemporary Christian, Punk).


o


o


o


70%


6O%


50%


20%


lO%


0%
70%


Pr~privtary & Cunfidential


Low Performance
High Importance


Wodd Music, Reggae, or o NsFolk-style ¯ * Punk .
,, Hip Hop


Contemporary Christian
¯ Latin


¯Classic Rock¯Rock


° Oldies


Country


Gospel


Soft Rock


75% 80% 85% 90%
Performance ( ’~ top3box among 7JVl L=stenera who rate genre very important)


95%
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Key Findings: Sports Programming


¯ Satisfaction with Sports programming is at relative parity between XM and Sirius.


SATELLITE
RADIO


XM Listeners being similarly satisfied with MLB and NASCAR programming as Sirius Subscribers are
with NFL and NBA programming (respectively).


Sports programming is no more important to Sirius than XM Subscribers overall, and listening frequency
is no different.


Relative to other sports programming offered on XM, college sports appeals to a very broad audience
but achieve a relatively low level of satisfaction among core listeners.


While NFL is mentioned by a significant proportion of newer (past 12 months) Sirius Subscribers as a
reason for subscribing, very few Subscribers mention NFL as a reason for current satisfaction.
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o


Sports Programming Importance
¯ Subscribers to both services state that NFL is the most important type of sports


programming to them. For XM, the NFL is followed by college sports and MLB in
importance and for Sirius by MLB and then college Sports.


¯ NHL and tennis are significantly more important to Sirius Subscribers than to XM
Subscribers. This provides on opportunity for XM.


(n=1,666)


1. NFL 50%


2. College sports 42%


3. MLB 39%


4. NASCAR 20%


5. NBA 19%


6. PGA 16%


7. NHL 15%


8. Indy Racing 10%


9. Tennis 6%


(n=145)


1. NFL 58%


2, MLB 41%


3. College sports 40%


4. NHL 28% t


5. N BA 23%


6, NA$CAR 21%


7. PGA 16%


8. Indy Racing 15%


9. Tennis 12% 1"


SATELLITE
RADIO


Cl1. In general, how important to you are each of the following types of sports programming? Top3Box Importance
Arrows indicate the value is significantly higher at the 95% confidence level. Base: All Sports Listeners
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Sports Programming Satisfaction
XM and Sirius Subscribers (Total)


SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ Overall, XM and Sirius sports programming listeners express similar satisfaction levels.
Sirius enjoys high satisfaction of its NFL programming among listeners.
are highly satisfied with the MLB programming on XM.


100%


~0%


60%,


40% -


20% -


0%


XM Subscribers


88%


68%66%


OVERALL:


XM (A) E3 Sirius (B) ]


81%


lfi-.pSignificant/y more importantt_J to XM Listeners


"~Signifioantly more important
to Sirius Listeners


70%


60%


71%
64%


55%
49%


College MLB NASCAR NBA PGA NHL INDY Tennis
sports RACING


Sirius Sample Size:I 93 88 67 63 46 57 40 50 41 32


High~ XM Listener Stated Importance
Q Please rate your satisfaction with [INSERT BRAND] Satellite Radio’s programming in each of these area


Letters indicate the value Is significantly higher than the value In the corresponding column at the 95% confidence level.


=,Low
Base: All respondents who listen to genre


N/A = dedicated programming for that sport
not available on Sifius/XM
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Sports Programming Importance and
Performance ’Gaps’- XM Subscribers


SATELLITE
RADIO


College Sports is an opportunity where XM can improve performance in an area that is very
important to almost half the subsc~’iber-base.


I_


PruprieLnry & C~nfidenl,ial


45%


40%


5%


Low Performance
High Importance ~


¯ PGA


INDY RACIN(


¯ Tennis


0%
60% 65% 70% 75% 80% 85% 90%


Perfomance (% top3box among XM Subscribers who rate genre very important)


¯MLB


¯NASCAR


95%







Sports Fan Profile
SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ XM Subscribers are less likely to consider themselves NFL and NHL fans than Sirius
Subscribers, this would be in line given the current content deals XM and Sirius have.


am an NFL fan
am a Major League Baseball fan


am a PGA fan


am an NBA fan
am a NASCAR fan


am an NHL fan


am a tennis fan


am an IRL/Indy car fan


63%


52%
29%


29%
26%


23%


17%


14%


59%


52%
27%


27%


26% C
24°/o


15%


16% C


68% B
53%


32% B


31%


24%
22%


20% B


13%


74% A


59%
30%


37%


30%


39% A
23%


19%


Letters indicate the value is significantly higher than the value in the corresponding column at the 95% confidenGe level
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Importance of Key Programming Genres
XM Sports Fans vs. Non-Fans


SATELLITE
RADIO


Even though Sports Programming is very important to Sports Fans, other types of programming
are as important if not more important for Sports Fans than they are for Non-Fans.
In fact, only 14% of recently subscribed Sports Fans volunteered they subscribed to XM
specifically for a Sports Programming reason and only 8% of Sports Fans strongly agree that
’when it comes to programming, all they really care about is sports’. (Data not shown).


(n=1,041) (n=625)


1. Music programming93% T1. Music programming


2. Sports programming


3. News programming


4. Comedy Programming


5. Local traffic & weather


6. Talk programming


7. Kids programming


2. Sports programming 68% 1’


3. News programming 66% 1’


4, Comedy Programming 48% T


5. Local traffic & weather 47%


6. Talk programming 40%


7. Kids programming 15%


C6. In general, how important to you are each of the following types of programming? % Top3box Stated lmpotfance
oArrows indicate the value is significantly higher at the 95 % confidence level.
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90%


17%


60%


42%


50%


37%


15%


Base: Sports Fans = Completely Agree they are a Fan
at any sport in K2/Non-Fan = All Others
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Key Findings: Talk Programming SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ Overall talk radio performance is rated identically by XM and Sirius Talk Radio listeners.


¯ Stated importance for talk radio genres is more similar than for other genres.


Politics represent the most likely target for improvement, being the most important talk
programming format, with relatively average performance.


o
0
0
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¯ ¯


Talk Radio Importance
SATELLITE
RADIO


Stated importance for talk radio genres is more similar than for other genres.
- XM talk radio listeners rate politics highest followed by business/financial talk while Sirius


talk listeners rate sports talk the highest followed by entertainment.


Business/financial talk is significantly more important to XM talk radio listeners than
Sirius talk radio listeners.


(n=1,666)


1. Politics 37%


2. BusinesslFinancial Talk 34% 1’


3. Talk about Sports 32%


4. Entertainment 30%


5. Talk about music 23%


6. Special interests 23%


1. Talk about Sports


2. Entertainment


3. Politics


4. Special interests


5. Talk about music


6. Business/Financial Talk


(n=145)


39%


35%


35%


26%


26%


25%


C13.1n general, how important to you are each of the feflowing types of talk programming?
Arrows indicate the value is significantly higher at the 95% confidence level Base: All talk listeners
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Talk Programming Performance - XM vs. Sirius
(Total)


SATELLITE
RADIO


Overall talk radio performance is rated identically by XM and Sirius Talk Radio listeners.
Except, XM Subscribers find business/financial talk more important than Sirius, but are
less satisfied with it than Sirius subscribers.


1oo%


80%


60%


40%


20%


0%


IE3 XM (A) []Sirius (B) I


64% 64% 64% 67% ~ 65%
-- 61%


71%


Talk OVERALL


49%


Politics Business/Financial Talk about Sports Entertainment
Talk


XM Sample Size: 948 802 734 658 693
Sirius Sample Size: 83 73 62 65 75


.~ Significantly more important
to XM Listeners


"~Signi~’cantly more important
to Sirius Usteners


65%
58%


Special interests
(su¢h as advice,


home
improvement etc.)


625


Talk about music


659
63


High~ XM Listener Stated Importance Low


Letters indicate the value is significantly higher than the value In the corresponding column at the 95% confidence level.
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Base: All respondents who listen to genre







Talk Radio Importance and
Performance ’Gaps’- XM Subscribers


SATELLITE
RADIO


Generally XM talk radio performance is relatively well matched to subscriber importance.
Politics represent the most likely ~arget for imwovement, b~ing the most important talk
programming format, with-relatively average performance. ~


40%
Low Performance
High Importance


38%


36%


32%


30% J


28%


26%


24%


22% -~


20% [ ............. ,
70% 72%


" Business/Financial Talk


Talk about Sport,,


Entertainment


¯Special interests


Talk about music


74% 76% 78% 80% 82% 84% 86% 88%


Performance (% top3box among XM Subscribers who rate genre very important)
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Music Genre Importance by Gender
SATELLITE
RADIO


Female Subscribers rated a number of genres (Soft Rock, Pop, Country, R&B, Dance, Hip
Hop, New Age, World Music, Christian, and Gospel) as more important than Male
Subscribers who placed more importance on Hard Rock.


(n=1,240)


1. Classic Rock 56%
2. Rock 54%
3. Oldies 47%
4. Country 35%
5. Soft Rock 34%
6. Jazz 32%
7. Alternative 27%
8. Pop 26%
9. Hard Rock 25% 1‘


10, Classical 23%
11. R/B and Soul 16%
12. Dance 15%
13. New Age 14%
14. Punk 14%
15. World MusiclReggaelFolk 13%
16. Hip Hopl Rap 11%
17. Contemporary Christian 10%
18. Gospel 7%
19. Latin 7%


Gg. In general, how important to you are each of the following types of music programming? Top3box Importance
Arrows indicate the value ~s significantly higher at the 95% confidence level.


1. Rock 57%
2. Classic Rock 55%
3. Oldies 51%
4. Soft Rock 47% 1"
5. Pop 45% ~
6. Country 41% 1"
7. R/B and Soul 32% T
8. Jazz 31%
9. Classical 28%


10. Alternative 23%
11. Dance 23% 1"
12. Hip Hop/Rap 23% ~
13. Hard Rock 20%
14. New Age 20%1‘
15. World MusiclReggae/Folk 18% 1"
16. Punk 16%
17. Contemporary Christian 15%1‘
18. Gospel 12%1"
19. Latin 9%


Base: Aft music listeners
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Music Genre Importance by Gender
SATELLITE
RADIO


Younger Subscribers place greater importance on more music genres than Older
Subscribers. They also spend more time listening to satellite radio, use more presets, and
listen to more stations (not shown).


o
o
o


o


1. Classic Rock
2. Rock
3. Oldies
4. Soft Rock
5. Country
6. Jazz
7. Pop
8. Alternative
9. Classical


10. Hard Rock
11. R/B and Soul
12. Dance
13. New Age
14. Punk
15. World MusiclReggaelFolk
t6. Hip Hop/Rap
17. Contemporary Christian
t8. Gospel
19. Latin


53%D
72% CD


26%
26%


39%B
20%


54%BCD
66% BCD


15%
48% BCD
30% BCD
30% BCD


t4%
38% BCD


16%
40% BCD


14%D
7%
9%


J


67%AD
69%CD


29%
36%A
31%
28%


37%CD
33%CD


19%
34%CD


17%
17%D
14%


18%CD
13%


14%CD
11%
7%
8%


J


C9. In general, how tmportant to you are each of the following types of music programming? Top3box Importance
Letters indicate the value is significantly higher than the value in the corresponding column at the 95% confidence level.
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20%
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7%D
16%
7%D
t4%D
tt%
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34%
24%


70%ABC
38%A
41%B


4t%AB-
13%
6%


36%ABC
5%
16%
9%
14%
2%
12%
2%
7%
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lTop 5 Genres
by Age


shown in
RED
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Sports Genre Importance by Gender
SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ Male Subscribers place more importance on almost every type of sports programming than
Female Subscribers.


(n=1,256)


1. N FL 52% 1‘


2. College sports 44% 1"


3. MLB 42% 1"


4. NASCAR 21%


5. NBA 19%


6. PGA 18% 1"


7. NHL 17% 1"


8. Indy Racing 11% 1"


9. Tennis 5%


(n=410)


1. NFL 42%


2. College sports 35%


3. MLB 31%


4. NBA 19%


5. NASCAR 18%


6. NHL 11%


7. PGA 11%


8. Tennis 8% T


9. Indy Racing 7%


C11. In general, how important to you are each of the following types of sports programming? Top3Box Importance
Arrows indicate the value is significantly higher at the 95% confidence level. Base: All Sports Listeners
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Talk Radio Genre Importance by Gender
SATELLITE
RADIO


Male and Female Subscribers rated the importance of talk radio genres differently. Female
Subscribers placed more importance on entertainment-related genres while Male
Subscribers valued politics, business, and sports.


(n=1,256)


1. Politics 40% T


2. Business/Financial Talk 37%


3. Talk about Sports 36%


4. Entertainment 27%


5. Special interests 24°£


6. Talk about music 21%


C13.1n general, how important to you are each of the following types of talk programming?
Arrows indicate the value is significantly higher at the 95% confidence level.
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(n=410)


1. Entertainment 38% 1"


2. Talk about music 29% 1"


3. Politics 28%


4. Business/Financial Talk 23%


5. Special interests 22%


6. Talk about Sports 22%


Base: All talk listeners







Talk Radio Genre Importance by Age
SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ The importance of talk radio genres varies widely by age.


1. Politics


2. BusinesslFinancial Talk


3. Talk about Sports


4. Entertainment


5. Special interests


6. Talk about music


31%


27%


38% D


40% BCD


21%


27% D


36%


32%


35% D


31% D


23%


21%


40% A


34% A


32% D


26%


24%


24%


40% A


40% AB


25%


25%


23%


20%


o
0


o


C 13.1n general, how important to you am each of the following types of talk programming?
Letters indicate the value is significantly higher than the value in the corresponding column at the 95 % confidence level.
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Base: All talk listeners
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Analytical Explanation


o
o
o







¯ ¯


Derived vs Stated Importance
SATELLITE
RADIO


For the programming analysis, both derived and stated importance scores have been
utilized.


The STATED importance scores are used for the analysis of genres of programming,
given the base sizes vary significantly from one genre to another and the relative sample
size is difficult to separate from impact in the derivation of importance.       ’


DERIVED importance scores have been used for all other touchpoint driver analysis.


o
o


o
0
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Step 1: Derived Analysis
Identifying Delighted and Dissatisfied Customers


SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ 1. Customers are divided into three unique sub-groups based on their overall satisfaction
with XM:
Dissatisfied customers whose ’must-have’ needs are not being met. Membership in this
group is often a reliable predictor of customer defection. For this study, dissatisfied
customers are defined as those who rated 1-5 on Overall Satisfaction with XM.


Customers who are merely satisfied, and whose needs are only ’adequately’ met.
(Defined as those who rated 6-8 on Overall Satisfaction with XM)


’Delighted’ customers whose base expectations are generally exceeded. Members of this
group are most likely to be loyal, be advocates, and may have higher spending levels.
(Defined as those who rated 9 or 10 on Overall Satisfaction with XM).
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Step 2: Derived Analysis
Penalty/Reward Analysis


SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ 2. A Penalty/Reward analysis was used to determine the key drivers of satisfaction and
dissatisfaction. Separate models are run based on the understanding that the drivers of
dissatisfaction and satisfaction (delight) can be different.


Step-by-Step description of Penalty/Reward analysis:
-A Dependent Variable is measured on a 10-point scale.


-A set of Independent Variables are also measured


-The more likely customers are to use the top 2 scores (9 or 10) for any
independent variable when also scoring the dependent variable in the top 2,
the greater the reward. Conversely, the more likely customers are to use the
bottom 5 scores (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) for any independent measure when also
scoring the dependent measure in the bottom 5, the greater the penalty.
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Step 3: Derived Analysis
Importance Performance Analysis


SATELLITE
RADIO


3. Our quadrant charts are related to the Penalty/Reward analysis. Attributes are plotted against two axes, Importance and
Performance.


The Importance axis plots Penalty or Reward values derived from the Penalty/Reward analysis. The values are shown as a
relative percentage for all the attributes included in a group. As such, the sum of the importance values is always 100%. The
higher a value is, the more important it is considered within the group. Importance values should not be compared across
groups.


The Performance axis plots the proportion of customers that rate an attribute within the range of dissatisfaction or within the
range of delight. In the case of a Dissatisfaction quadrant chart, the proportions go from high to low. In the case of a Delight
quadrant chart, the proportions go from low to high.


¯ We create quadrant charts by dividing the plot area into four zones based on mean Importance and mean Performance values (see
below).


50%


40%


30%


20%


10%


Low Performance
High Importance


Low Performance
Low Importance


High Performance
High Importance


High Pedormance
Low Impotfance


o%
100% 75% 50% 25% 0%


Performance (% BottomSBox}


Low Performance/Hi.qh Importance is the most critical quadrant. Attributes that fall
here represent areas of above average importance and below average performance.
These areas should be considered primary improvement opportunities.


- The Low Performance/Low Importance quadrant represents areas of below average
importance and below average performance. These areas should be considered
secondary improvement opportunities.


- The High PerformancelHiqh Importance quadrant represents areas of above
average importance and above average performance. These are high importance areas
where performance is good. These should be monitored closely over time as they
could become critical areas if performance slips.


- The Hiqh PerformancelLow Importance quadrant is the least critical. Attributes
falling within this quadrant are of below average impodance and above average
performance. It is possible that too many resources are being invested into attributes
falling within this relatively unimportant area.


¯All attributes are presented in a legend below the quadrant chart. Attributes are numbered in descending order of
importance and attributes that fall within the Low Performance/High Importance quadrant are bolded and highlighted for
easy identification.
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Background and Objectives
SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ As a part of maintaining and continuing to grow the subscriber base, XM Satellite Radio
has initiated an ongoing customer satisfaction program, beginning in October 2005.


¯ Primarily, this program will identify diagnostics for action planning to build customer
satisfaction, loyalty and retention among XM Satellite Subscribers by addressing the
following specific objectives:


Understand how satisfied subscribers are with XM Satellite Radio, overall and across
key product attributes of the customer experience.
Benchmark subscriber satisfaction with that of Sirius Satellite Radio Customers, and
understand potential Sirius vulnerabilities (and XM Satellite strengths) vis-b-vis the XM
Satellite Radio experience.
Identify the key drivers of satisfaction for subscribers, the greatest potential
improvement opportunities, and where possible link to business process levers that can
be used to improve performance on key subscriber needs.


¯ A secondary objective of the study will be to assess the role satisfaction plays in building
customer loyalty, and how it works along with key marketing dimensions - brand, offerings,
pricing - to impact customer behavior.


0
c)
¢)
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Methodology
SATELLITE
RADIO


¯ Ipsos conducted online interviews with XM and Sirius Subscribers between October 5 and ~ber 23 as
follows:
- 1666 interviews were completed with XM Subscribers. All sam, pie was provided by XM.
- 145 interviews were completed with Sirius Subscribers, using subscribers pre-identified on the Ipsos online panel.


¯ Subscribers were interviewed if they met the following criteria:
- Have a paid subscription


- Are the primary or one of the primary listeners in the household


- Are the primary or joint decision-maker regarding subscribing to Satellite Radio


- Are not employed in marketing research, radio, electronics or automotive sales


¯ Total subscribers in this report represents the approximate ratio of OEM to Aftermarket Subscribers at the
time the study was conducted.


¯ Given this ratio is subject to seasonality, the profile of XM Subscribers in total may look different at
different times of the year (OEM Subscribers: 49% vs Aftermarket 43%, Gift 8%).


Sirius Subscribers are predominantly (80%) Aftermarket and therefore, we do not have a separate read on OEM
market for Sirius Subscribers


¯ Subscribers are defined as ’OEM’ or ’Aftermarket’ based on their receiver, or where more than one
receiver is owned, the receiver they use the most.


NOTE: These results cannot be compared to the Brandware tracking study since methodology varies:
- Using XM Database for sample in the Ipsos study vs. a random sample in Brandware


- The scales are different (10-point scale in Ipsos vs. 5-point scale in Brandware)


- Sample size/margin of error very different with Brandware being smaller


- Brandware results are not weighted to reflect accurate proportion of OEM vs. Aftermarket or news vs. Tenured subs.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:


Logan, Eric
Wednesday, August 30, 2006 12:23 PM
Abrams, Lee
Hahn, Gary; Panero, Hugh; Goldberg, Allen; Brown, Nathaniel
Re: BOB DYLAN/IPOD INTEL


Good job Lee


Eric Logan
Executive Vice President
Programming
YJ~ Satellite Radio
1500 Eckington Place NE
Washington, D.C. 20002
202-380-4365 - p
eric.logan@xmradio.com
aolaim: Radiorodeoboy


...... Original Message .....
From: /~brams, Lee
To: Logan, Eric
CC: Hahn, Gary; Panero, Hugh; Goldbexg, Allen; Brown, Nathaniel
Sent: Wed Aug 30 09:56:44 2006
Subject: BOB DYLAN/IPOD INTEL


Eric--as you requested, I did some digging on the I-pod/Dylan thing. Please keep this
VERY confidential since this information was told to me by various souces in confidence,
and is kind of interesting:


*Dylan and Bono were both paid NOTHING for their Ipod ads. (though U2 receives some
royalties on I Pod units sold)


*Artists/Managers/Labels are desperately trying to find new ways to expose new CD’s and
Apple is following a similar model to our McCartney deal where we bought ads to support
the new CD and promote the Artist Confidential. Jeff’s point on Dylan was that he and
Sony need to use all vehicles possible to highlight this new CD as Dylan needs to react to
the new media environment as selling cd’s is a lot different from the days of Lay Lady
Lay.


*The feeling is that it’s a win/win as Apples ad muscle, I Tunes web circulation and to
a lesser degree downloading venue, is a fair trade for name and likeness.


*Apple is aggressively targeting "timeless" artists like Bono and Dylan vs. more trendy
ones. They feel that these kinds of artists have cult appeal to the often older fans,
but are completely respected by the younger ones who may not be intimate with the
artists’ music, but still have total credability. Apple would love to use Johnny Cash
and Ray Charles if they were alive.


*Part of Apples plan is to reach older music fans who don’t buy OR download music--yet are
music fans. They feel they’ve somehat saturated the younger end and the growth will come
out of the "mature" fans.


*XM could do the same thing, but XM and Sirius and other new media type companies have
some perception issues in the Industry relative to this, specifically:


--We ask for images, but the real get for the artist are ads that SPECIFICALLY target the
new release. With major artists, airplay isn’t the big payo~ any more, they want ad
muscle. They view name on a display or on the channel line-up is a throw away in terms of


FINAL SX Trial Ex.
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having any impact.


--We don’t seem to understand that it’s a win/win for an XM to associate with the artists
on this level and that while the ad sells the artists new CD more than anything else, a
cleverly created ad will speak volumes about an XM even though it’s more by association
than a direct hardware sell. (I’m not sure how accurate this is--but that’s the
perception).


I think this is worth further discussion as this might be a good way to engage MAJOR
artists instead of thinking of strictly a content hook, as it gets the association and
XM Music image out there in a possibly efficient way.


Lee


XMCI~B
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This presentation contains "foeward-iooking statements" within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act
of 1995. Such statements include, but are not limited to, statements about the benefits of the business combination
transaction involving Sirius Satellite Radio Inc. and XM Satellite Radio Holdings Inc., including potential synergies and cost
savings and the timing thereof, future financial and operating results, the combined company’s plans, objectives,
expectations and intentions with respect to future operations, products and services; and other statements identified by
words such as "anticipate," "believe," "plan," =estimate," "expect," "intend," "will," "should," "may," or words of similar
meaning. Such forward-looking statements are based upon the current beliefs and expectations of SIRIUS’ and XM’s
management and are inherently subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and
contingencies, many of which are difficult to predict.and generally beyond the control of SIRIUS and XM. Actual results
may differ materially from the results anticipated in these forward-looking statements.


The following factors, among others, could cause actual results to differ materially from the anticipated results or other
expectations expressed in the forward-looking statement: general business and economic conditions; the performance of
financial markets and interest rates; the ability to obtain governmental approvals of the transaction on a timely basis; the
failure of SIRIUS and XM shareholders to approve the transaction; the failure to realize synergies and cost-savings from
the transaction or delay in realization thereof," the businesses of SIRIUS and XM may not be combined successfully, or
such combination may take longer, be more difficult, time-consuming or costly to accomplish than expected; and operating
costs and business disruption following the’merger, including’adverse effects on employee retention and on our business
relationships with third parties, including manufacturers of radios, retailers, automakers and programming providers.
Addition’al factors that could cause SIRIUS’ and XM’s results to differ materially from those described in the forward-
looking statements can be found in SIRIUS’ and XM’s Annual Reports on Form IO-K for the year ended December 31,
2005, and Quarterly Reports on Form IO-Q for the quarters ended March 31, 2006, June 30, 2006 and September 30,
2006 which are filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC") and available at the SEC’s Intemet site
(http://www.sec.gov). The information set forth herein speaks only as of the date hereof, and Sirius and XM disclaim any
intention or obligation to update any forward looking statements as a result of developments occurring after the date of this
press [’elease.
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This communication is being made in respect of the proposed business combination involving SIRIUS and XM. In
connection with the proposed transaction, SIRIUS plans to file with the SEC a Registration Statement on Form S-4
containing a Joint Proxy Statement/Prospectus and each of SIRIUS and XM plan to file with the SEC other documents
regarding the proposed transaction. The definitive Joint Proxy Statement/Prospectus will be mailed to stockholders of
SIRIUS and XM. INVESTORS AND SECURITY HOLDERS OF SIRIUS AND XM ARE URGED TO READ THE JOINT
PROXY STA TEMENT/PROSPECTUS AND OTHER DOCUMENTS FILED WITH THE SEC CAREFULLY IN THEIR
ENTIRETY WHEN THEY BECOME AVAILABLE BECAUSE THEY WiLL CONTAIN IMPORTANT INFORMATION
ABOUT THE PROPOSED TRANSACTION.


Investors and secudty holders will be able to obtain free copies of the Registration Statement and the Joint Proxy
Statement/Prospectus (when available) and other documents filed with the SEC by SIRIUS and XM through the web site
maintained by the SEC at www.sec.gov. Free copies of the Registration Statement and the Joint Proxy
Statement/Prospectus (when available) and other documents filed with the SEC can also be obtained by directing a
request to Sirius Satellite Radio Inc., "/221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY "/0020, Attention: Investor Relations or
by directing a request to XM Satellite Radio Holdings Inc., 1500 Eckington Place, NE Washington, DC 20002, Attention:
Investor Relations.


SIRIUS, XM and their respective directors and executive officers and other persons may be deemed to be participants in
the solicitation of proxies in respect of the proposed transaction. Information regarding SIRIUS’ directors and executive
officers is available in its Annual Report on Form IO-K for the year ended December 31, 2005, which was filed with the
SEC on March 13, 2006, and its proxy statement for its 2006 annual meeting of stockholders, which was filed with the
SEC on April 21, 2006, and information regarding XM’s directors and executive officers is available in XM’s Annual Report
on Form IO-K, for the year ended December 3./, 2005, which was filed with the SEC on March 3, 2006 and its proxy
statement for its 2006 annual meeting of shareholders, which was filed with the SEC on April 25, 2006. Other information
regarding the participants in the proxy solicitation and a description of their direct and indirect interests, by security
holdings or otherwise, will be contained in the Joint Proxy Statement/Prospectus and other relevant materials to be filed
with the SEC when they become available.
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Mel Karmazin


CEO, SIRIUS Satellite Radio
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[] Provides consumer with best-of-breed programming and innovative
products and services


= Company better positioned to compete in rapidly evolving audio
entertainment marketplace


[] Best-in-class combined management team with proven leadership


[] Potential for meaningful value creation through cost savings


[] Merger accelerates and enhances cash flows
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[] Best audio content available anywhere


[] Broader content choices


[] Greater program diversity can address underserved population groups


[] Best content from both companies


[] Accelerated technological inno,vation
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[] Accelerate development and commercial introduction of radios
allowing consumers access to a full range of programming offered by
XM and SIRIUS today


[] Focus engineering talent and capital resources on developing highly
portable, low-cost, easy-to-use, multi-functional devices


[] Improve technical capabilities of next generation satellites to enhance
service quality and breadth of products supported


[] Offer consumers innovative value-added services, including live video,
real-time traffic and weather, and infotainment options
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[] Significant, realizable cost synergies


[] A fantastic growth story with strong future cash flows


[] Greater programming diversity reaches broader audience and
expands addressable market


[] Carefully considered path to regulatory approval
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[] Synergy value equivalent to market capitalization of SIRIUS or XM


[] Operating cost savings achievable in every P&L line item
- General and administrative costs
- Sales and marketing costs
- Subscriber acquisition costs
- Research and development costs
- Product development, manufacturing and inventory costs
- Programming operating infrastructure


[] Longer term, satellite fleet, terrestrial infrastructure, and other capital
cost redundancies will offer additional shareholder value
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Ending Satellite
Industry Radio & DBS Wireless
Subs (MM)
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= Greater Programming Choices
[] Accelerates Technological Innovation &


Data Services Availability
[] Better Positioned to Compete in Rapidly


Evolving Audio Entertainment Industry
[] Increases Advertising Reach
[] Improved Financial Performance


through Realization of Cost Synergies
[] Enhanced Operating Leverage


Resulting in Accelerated Free Cash
Flow Generation


[] Highly Experienced Management Team
from Both Companies with Proven
Leadership


[] Significant Value Creation for all
Stakeholders
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Gary Parsons


Chairman, XM Satellite Radio
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Tax-free, all-stock merger of equals


Fixed exchange ratio of 4.60 shares of SIRIUS for each XM share


-50% SIRIUS shareholders; -50% XM shareholders


Gary Parsons, Chairman
Mel Karmazin, CEO


~_d12 directors: Chairman, CEO, 4 independent members |
_e_s!_gn__a_ted I~_____y__e._a__ch co____mpany, GM and Honda representative.s____j|


L_E_n__d__of 200.7, subject to regulatory approval


SIRIUS and XM shareholders, and regulatory approvals
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[] SIRIUS-XM combination is in the public interest
- Greater choice of programming, best content and devices from both


platforms                                ,
- Eliminating duplicate channels allows targeting of underserved communities


[] Robust competition post-merger
- 223MM weekly AM/FM radio listeners in US today across more than 10,000


radio stations
Current subscriber base -10% of US households, < 7% of US vehicles
Market for audio entertainment has evolved dramatically with expanding
competitive options
o iPod/MP3/Internet radio are growing rapidly with proven popularity
¯Cell phone operators are driving into their networks and handsets music capabilities


quickly (i.e., iPhone, VCast, LG Chocolate, MobiTV, etc.)
¯ Emerging next generation networks/technologies will provide additional competitive


alternatives (i.e., WiMax, Modeo, MediaFLO, etc.)
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[] Combined company’s success will be driven by increased subscriber
penetration
- Subscriber growth and future success will be dependent upon attractive


consumer price points for both equipment and service


[] Efficiencies from combination will allow SIRIUS-XM to compete more
effectively and benefit consumers
- Efficiencies allow company to deliver a better product over time with greater


programming options to current and future subscribers


[] Anticipate working closely with regulators
- We have reviewed the regulatory aspects of this transaction and expect to


secure approval and close the transaction in a timely fashion
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,/Execute definitive agreement


¯ SIRIUS/XM shareholder votes


¯ Receive regulatory approvals


¯ Close transaction


Completed


¯ 4 - 6 months


¯ Approximately 9 months


Anticipated end of 2007
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Howard Stern


Oprah and Friends


Martha Stewart


Bob Dylan


SATELLITE RADIO
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Voice of the Subscribers
(Summary of Open Ended Survey Responses)


Summer 2006


FINAL


SX Trial Ex. 1_~
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Background
XM Research conducts-a monthly ornnibus Programming survey. At the end of each survey we
provide an opporlunity far all respondents tn voice their opinion answering the questinn: "Is 1here
anything we can do to make your experience w~th XM Satellite Radio bette~"


Th=s summer our intern consolidated over 1700 open-ended responses from three recenl surveys:


- XM Programming survey July 2006


- XM Programming survey August 2006


- Sports Programming Survey August 2006
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Voice of the Subscribers


Summary of Open Ended Responses:
- There are significant number of negative comments regarding Commercials on Music, Talk and News


channels


This extends to XM cross-promohons as welt


- Comments regarding the need for improvement of the online service:


This includes:


-Longer timeout on XMRO


-Broade~- access to the c~hannels (want to hear online what they hear on the receiver)


-Problems with the MAC computers


-General comments on the quality of the website (i e. navigation).


- Complainls about the price of the service and the device.


There is also e demand for better Family, Ptan pricing and special rewards for loyal (tenured)
customers.


3
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Voice of the Subscribers


Summary of Open Ended Responses (cent):
- Comments regarding the play-I~st were primarily focused on the lack of diversity and the repetition ot~ same


eongs.
Reseerchnote ~Repe~t~-~sm~rea~c~r~te~de"scr~bedInterna~i7w~th~nXMa~dup~ab~n~Th~ccu~s~hen
one song is being heard on different channels me.re so than or, one sing,~ charmer


- Requests for more Sports coverage. NBA, NHL, Soccer, College, SEC, Big 12, NHRA


- Requests for more Opie & Anthony: subscribers are pnmarily asking for a better adverhsmg/promotion of
the show and exclusivity on XM,


- Regarding Music channels, there are a number of complaints about the DJs talking too much.


- XM Subscribers ere asking for"more"


- Comments range from more alternative formats to more channels of the existing music formats.


- More Channels/Content:


- News (including local)


- More talk channels


- More comedy


- More oldies


- Bring back cancelled programs or channels


4
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- Consumer Demographics & Segmentation                  ]


Assessment: September 2006
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Consumer Demographics & Segmentation- Summary/Recap


¯Though XM has been very effective at creating awareness, this a~areness has not translated into the k~nd
of fa, orabilit> that ult~mataly becomes purchase consideration.


¯ Consequently, our pool of XM prospects is not growing as fast as it should.


¯ While we continue to penetrate traditional early adopter segments, when mo, ing into the Early I~ajority,
we have made the most progress within the Red State Suburbanite segment - widle we lagged within the
]~lne ~tate Suburbanite segment. Tl~is indicate~ a potential skew in our brand image, which ~hould either
be exploited & magnified to fish more deeply ~ithin that Red State segment-- or diFFused to attrael uther
segments.


¯ Diversity of mnsic and music offerings is the most highly raled advantage among all polential target


¯ Our research to date show~ tile graate~t barrier to adopfioo is the value proposi~nn, or "wi~y pay
satellite radio?"


¯ Therefore, XM mu~| consider ~’ay~ to emphasize the value nfthe music tn key target ~egments. Given
tha~. ~pm~s pl’ogeammiog has lesser, moee aaren~ appeal, XM should consider all "own the music"
strategy and he considered the leader in the music ~paee (vs. placing empha~sis on sports content deal~)
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Consumer De~nographics - Approach


~To understand what .,ant and how turn to XM need to look at howconsumers they
we segment the U,S’ market and how consnmem perceive XM and satellite radio


-Purchase consideratiorv’intent


Market sc~cntation [~tcr
-P~choNaphic. beha~oraL


Q Purchaselarloption barriers
-Value perception


XM Subs
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Sat¢llilte Radio Category Metrics: Awareness, FavorabiliO,, and
Consideration


~__~ .4wareness of strlellite radio is now abtwst universal (97%). Favorabili~, ar*d purchase
consideration appear to be levehng off at 47% and 25% oJ’respondents respective~


oo%


9o%
80%


70%


60%


50%


Satellite Radio
Awareness


~_~.-~ Fa~orability
~0%
30%


20% ~Purchase Consideration
10%


0%                                                             , ,
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Brand Tracking Metrics- Past 24 months


¯ Over ~he pasf 2 years, XM’s awareness has fallen behind,.~irit~’.
, XM’s aide__~d awareness is now onh., slightly higher fhm~ Sirius’s m~aided awareness


XM vs. Sirius:
Aided/Unaided Awareness Smu~ Aaided


~. ~ ~" .>_ ..... .,~ ...... ~. ..... .~./ ./~
÷


OS20~ I 04 2004    QI 0005    02 2005    03 2~05    04 2005    Oi 2006
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XM Trend in Awareness & Consideration -Past 18 months


In l~ne with metrics for tl~e calegor),, .Y_M’s brand has gab:ed ~wareness but has not made
mroad~ into Javorabili~y or consideration, which would convert into subscriplions~
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XM Trend in Awareness & Consideration:
Past 18 months- XM vs. Sirius


"Good new~/Bad news"- - Sirius has also increased awareness, but not increased
favorabiliO., or cot~sMeration to mazch awaret~ess growth.
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Brand Tracking Summary- Q3’ 2006


For both X~! and Sirius, Favnrabihty and Purthas~ Consldcralion has remained relalivcly stable
during ~een~ qna~e~, ~dicalmg lh~ thon~ awareness has increase, t~s awareness has
g~erated the ~d of~teresl that would othe~vis~ re~ull ~ subs~fib~g for ¢ilher br~d
Bul when compa~g the ~vo brands, S~us eont~u~ Io lead on tbc key mc~cs that would drive
sub,~cnptions:


Sirius Leads


.I Jnaided Awareness


¯ Aided Awareness
-Favorabifity
¯ Purchase Consideration
¯ Logo Recall


Ād Recall


XM Leads
F̄amiliari .ty *
F̄orced Choice Preference *


¯Perceived Industry. Leadership *
Ādvertising Likoabilil)’ *


* Shght advantage


Man), respondents aware of X.~I and Sinus still have significant masconceptions about the brands’
program oplions, sign-up process, and retch’or features. However. misunderstandings aboul Sin~
appear to be more prevalent than misconceptions about Xqvl. There were no si~ificanl changes m
the pcreepfion of product atlribu!:es in recent quarters.
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Barriers To Adoption - Changing Attitudes


Quarter over quarter, the mo.~t mentioned harrie.m to adoption continue to he price-related trod
"lack of need".


Historically, Sirius is cited as a bigger staled barrier to ,VM adoption than is MP3/IPOD. (Bear
in mind that some people who preJbr IPOD nuO, aL~o have classified their re.¢pm~¢e under other
reusons such as "refuse to pro’" or "don’t wm~t satellite radio".)


Wh~t single conslderahon has been most influenllal .keeping you from getting


PRICE


Cost of equipment to ~et XM


Don~ h st ~’~ to PadlO enough tolust[~Don~, know enough about satellite radlo/XM
Don’~ want or need satellite rachotXId
Not Iq car enough to justify
Sat~tieg with AM/FM radio


COMPETITION
Prefer ~lnus
Prefer IPod/MP3 pla~ter


CONTENT
Doesn’t o’;ier enough Iocnl progr=lmmlng/content


4% 5% 5% 5% 4% 4% 6%
5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5~ 5%


4% 4% 4% 4% ~% 4% 4%


4%     4%     4%
08% 05% 04%


0~ 0~% 06% 08% 07% 04% 06%
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Barriers Continued- Device Priorities Shift Earl)’ In Adulthood


Addtionally barriers could include the.fact that adults prioritize productivity
devices oa,er entertainment devices.


Share of wallet for technology devices would therefore shift towards productivitydevtce~ ~’. to~,urds entertainment de~ices such a~" A’3L
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Technology Adoption Curve


¯ Earl), m~g’ori~y is critical based on size and declining interest
¯ Need to define, engage and connect
¯ Understanding the Early Majority requires further segmenting this group.


35% 35%


The Tornado


2-5q,~


Innovators Early
Adopters


Early Late Laggards
Majority Majority
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SEGMENTION 2006


TOTAL UE POP
141e can divide the addressable US tmwket b~to 6 distinct


segments h~ved on demographic, behavioral and
p~chographtc attributes related to satellite radio adoption


HH Income $40K÷


52M


5,~M HH


~ContantedTra dig;i,°n~l’sts


ReO State
Suburbanites


4M HH


Blue State
$ u~rbaH; Ires


ADDRESBABLE MARKET


Assimilating As plrationals


RebelllOtJS
TecllnoPhlles


]3MHH


Corlservative
Mostly Morns


I3A4HH
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Market Segmentation- Segment Definitions (1 of 2)


Conssm’a~ve Mostly Morns
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Market Segmentation - Segment Definitions (2 of 2)
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Segment Targeting Prioritization & Commonalities


NoT all Segments are potenlial targets for XM. Pfiofifization of segments TBD for 2006, lhough r~o segments
(Conservative Mostly Morns ,rod Cont~tcd Tl,~ditionahsts) 1 *mare unlikely audiences for X~,I


Of lhe remaining ~egmenl% Ihe following f’aclnrg are common acro~ all polenlia] largel ~egmenW
Age 40+
Averaga ~ tn~om~ $65K or more
Gond~r balanged (fairly even m~x of mal~,f’emale)
Propens~ .ry to be roamed A~DRE$$ABLE MARKET
Avg Household size 2, 5 or more Assimilating Asplrationala


9M HH
Po~nt~al targets are mdmated in green:


Conteoted
Traditionalists


OM HH


Red State
Suburbamtes


Blue State
Suburbanites


7MHH


Rebellious
"rechnoPhiles


13MHH


Conservative
Mostly Morns


13M HH
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CommonalitiesAcross Key Segments


Frmn mz attttudinal perspective, aJl of the k~. ’ potential target groups are more
Prograrmning focused than Features P’oc~ed.


Attitudes Towards Satellite Radio


Aspi~ationals Conservative Morns Rebellious TechnPhlles


~rammlng F~sed ~2~ $ ~% ~ ~43% 1


Famdy Focused ~ 17% ? ~ 14% ~5% J


Blue State Red State Contented
Suburbanites Suburbanaes Traditionalists Current XM Subs


(D) (E) (F)
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Common Barrier_s to Adoption - Key Segments


Though there are so~ne variations by segment, the main barriers which commonly
surface among all segments are related to "not being able toju~t~, tit e cost of satellite
radio", especiaLly in relation to satellite’s main competitor- terrestrial radio.


If targeting specific segments, consideration should be given to the ranking and degree
of importa~ ce for tit at particular segment.
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Perceived Advantages of Satellite Radio:Assimilating Aspirafionals
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Perceh, ed Advantages of Satellite Radio:Rebellious TechnoPbile


A~idc fi 0111 file ntu~i,., advalllages
in all group% this grm~p give~ high
li~li~|g~ to "mlt.~naol*d"(7.8), "gadget
or toy to enjoy’(6.7); and
leolmology advantage ofseoalg the
name ofarttstAong (~.1)


Irltere~tingly, sports ’..onlenl is nol
perceived very highly as an advantage
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Perceived Advantages of Satellite Radio: Blue State Suburbanites


Like other groups, this segmcnl mostly
stresses the importance of the music.


They do not see much advantage in
spots programmLag.
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Perceived Advantages of Satellite Radio:Red State Suburbanites


sa|clhte l’ad~o than othe~ g~oups and
may continue to be our "low hanging
fi~it"
Red State Suburbanites place much
more emphasis on parental conlrols (avg
5.3) and options for family, children
(a’v’g 7,3) than do other segments
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Market Segmentation -XM Penetration by Segment


We’ve expetienced tl~e largest i.crease b~ penetration in Red State Suburbanites
over the past year


Historical High Moderate Limited
B~ve Momenazm Growth Traction


13 0% 13 0%


2 0%~ 0%
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Market Segmentation: Rationale for Successes


.We theorize that the success we have had with Reel btate ~u~nrbanites is due to a more conservative talk
lineup, and more emphasis on countD’ music programming and artists. Lfl~ewise, our NASCA.R content
has probably also contributed to our appeal amon~ this segment.


¯ Rebellious 1 echnoPhiles continue to be attracted to satellite radio due to its inherent nature as a
technolog)-oriented gateway to non-traditional media, and have received some halo effect from the
"uncensored" Howard Stern move to Sirius


¯ At this time, we are uncertain ~hy we have had soccess with the Cosompolltan segment, since we have
not marketed very heavily to this group 0’ounger, more ethnic) audience. 11 could be due to our sports
coverage, which is perceived as an ad,aatage of satellite radio b} this group moreso than by others.
Further exploration will be conducted to better answer this question (tbd- Potemially im pact of
Starbucks? Donble check media plan & awareness/favorabflity numbers)


,We theorize that Blue State Suburbanites have not been as attracted to XM due to its conservative talk
lineup, association with NASCAR and emphasis on sports content (which scores Io~ as a perceived
advantage). However, this segment Is a potentially altractive market that ~e may warn to consider
marketing to more aggressively..


.We did not expect to see nmch movement among Conservative Mostly Morns and Contended
Traditionalists.
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Consumer Demographics & Segmentation - Summary/Recap


¯Though XM has been very effective at creating awareness, this a~areness has not translated into the l~nd
of fa~ orability that ultimately becomes purchase consideration.


¯ Consequently, our pool of XM prospects is not grov~ing as fast as it shonld.


While we continue to penetrate traditional early adopter segments, when moving into the Early Majority,
we have made tl~e most progress within the Red S~ate Suburbanite segment - while we lagged within the
BIne State Suburbanite ~egment. Thi~ indirate~ a polential skew in onr brand image, which should either
be expluil.ed & magnified to fish more deeply within that Red State segment-- or dilTused to attract other
segments.


¯ Diversity of music and music offerings is the mo~l highly rated advantage among all potential target


¯Our re,ralph tu date Mmwh tile gleatest harrier to adoption is tile value propusitiou, or "wily pay I’or
~ate[lite radio?"


¯ Therefore, XM ma~t cnn~ider ~ays tn emphasize the value of the music to key target ~egment~. Given
that spolSs proglamming has lesser, more narrow appeal, XM should consider an "own the music"
strategy and be considered the leader in the music ~paee (x~. placing empha~i~ on sports c~ntent deals)
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Backgrouno~ Objectwes & Methodology, 3


Execut ve summ~y 4-6


Awa~eness & Cons~de~ah~,~ 7-20


Satisfaction on X M sep~ces & features 19-26


Usage on XM ser~’=ces & f~atures 27-34


Overall im3resslon on XM Sa~elhte Radio 36-37


Others 38-41
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Background, Objecl:ives & iV~ethodology


Background
XM ~s interested m measuring the satisfaction levels of new subscribers (subscribed
in the 90 days) and determining the reasons for subscribing.
XM also needs to understand changes over time in satisfaction and reasons for
subscribing.


Research Objectives                                             ,
To understand the awareness & consideration when deciding to choose XM
To measure the overall satisfaction with XM & satisfaction w~th specific features


Methodology
Online study using Survey Monkey, field 6/6 thru 6/23 among current Aftermarket XM
subscribers


Among recent paying Aftermarket XM Subscribers (paying tess than 90 days), 3 cells:
¯ Cell 1, Affermarket recent subscribers June 2006, n= 972
¯ Cell 2, AfIermarket recent suDscr~bers, March 2006, n= 649
, Cell 3, Aftermarket recent subscribers, July 2005, n= 6D2


Due to relatively small sample sizes, the margin of error averages +/- 2.9%, range
from per cell of +/-- 3 07% (n= 972), +/-3.78%(n=649), +/-3.93~./o (n=602)
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Executive Summaq/


Awareness and Consideration
Word of mouth is among the top sources respondents used to learn about
XM The second ~s onhne/Internet, followed by "saw it" at a retad store,
About a third of recent XM subscribers considered choosing another brand,
lower than July 2005 (49%). Two-thirds of current subscribers made their
own decision In subscribing with XM, h~gher than last year.
The majority seriously considered "for more than one day and bess than two
weeks" before making the actual purchase.
78% of recent subscribers had the specific intent to purchase satellite radio
when visiting the retail store, unchanged since March 2006. This is in hne
with 71% who said that they were certain of purchasing a satellite radio
before wsiting the retail store.
Among recent XM subscribers, content and programming Is the math
reason for selecting XM, followed by fewer commercials. In line with other
research, in 2005 content/programming and fewer commercials were the
main reasons to s~gn-up.
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Executive Summary


Satisfaction with XM
Satisfaction decreased since March (not s=gnificant). However, there was a
sign=ficant dechne in satisfaction for "value for the money" from March ’06 to
June ’06.
Likelihood to recommend and continue to subscribing to XM is very high.
Satisfaction with music and sports programming declined in June 2006 to
lower rahngs than its July ’05 levels (significant decline from March to June
at a 90% confidence level).
XM Radio Online experienced a s~gnificant satisfaction increase since July
2005.
Comedy, Talk & Entertainment experienced a significant increase in
satisfaction from July 2005 to March 2006, but declined to its previous
ratings in June 2006.
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Conc~usior~s


Ensure that high music satisfaction continues and variety of programming
continues


¯ Continuation of effective messaging in all marketing channels is essential
s~nce a large number of respondents knew that they wanted to get XM prior
to being in the retail store.


¯ Given that 37% of new XM subscribers used online/internet to learn about
the service, it is imperative that the webslte maintain (or Improve) its ease of
use.
Closely monitor our overall satisfaction ratings with XM and value for the
money.
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A~vareness ~ Consideration
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Device Types o1 New Activators


For Aflermarket subscribers, Roady2/Roady XT remains the most popular type of recmver


activated,


Types of receiver
most often used: July 2005    March 2006    June 2006


Roady2/Roady XT 16% 44% 37%
XM 2 Go/MyFI 36% 23% 17%
SKYF~/SKY;’~2 13% 12% 13%
3<~- f~i;~;l~/~ i ~t~l~~hr it5 .............. 17~/o ........ ~1%- ............. ~ 2% ....
car dashboard, after
.p.u_r.c..h.a.s_e__o.f_.c.a.r ....................................................................
Othe~ 7% 6% 9%
Pioneer ]nno 6%
XPress 1% 2 %
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Awareness of Satellite Radio


Not surprisingly, among XM subscribers, awareness ~s high
Among the US population Sinus’ awareness IS s~gn~ticantly higher than that of XM [Source The
Brandware Group)


July 2005 March 2006 June 2006


XM Satellrte Radio 96% 99% 98%


Sirius Satellite Radio 95% 95% 94%


If
-Wave Satellite Radio


2% 3% 2%


onicast Satellite Radio 3% 3% 3%
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First Source o"I’ Aware.ess for XM


Word of mouth is among the top source of first hearing about XM.
The second most popular source of awareness is onllne/mternet, followed by saw it at a
store/store display


July ’05 March ’06 June
Word of mouth


Online/Internet 19% 39% 37%


Saw it at a store/store display 22% 41% 30%


Print advertising 16% 26% 23%


Car or truck dealership/salesperson 7% 2~o 19%


TV advertising 26% 19% 16%


News 14% 15% 1,5%


Radio 24% 16% 12%


MLB game 4% 3% 5%


"RaU6 Fg~’e "~ b’~’al hi h-~ "~ [~ "~:~fi~g ............ 0% ........................... 6% ............................ ~,~ ................


Received something via mail 1% 5% 3%


Other 8% 22% 20%
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Purchase Inl’~L=erlcers


A third of recent subscribers considered choosing another brand, however, th~s is lower than July
2095.
Two-thirds make their own decision ~n 2006---this Is h~gher than in July 2005. This may indicate that
people now know more about satellrte radio.


Considered choosing
another brancl. March ’06


Other people who Influenced
decision to subscribe: ~ I~a~r~h_~O06 d_une 2D0~6


I msde the dec~sl¢~ by m~elf 53% 66% 65%


- -~;~; .............................. ~;.~ ........................... -S~ ...............................


.........................................S~,,po~o. ,,,,t,, ,to,= ~;,; .............................. ~ ................................. ~’°,~ ...........


""~;~;t~’&’f’.~;M~,~0"~;~’~B%b ...... i;~ ............................. ~r~ ................................ ~ ...........
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Consideration Time, Before Purchasing


The majority seriously considered ’~or more than one day but less than two weeks" senously
before purchasing Satellite Radio (Increase since March).


impulse decision made at purchase j :~ ;-, ’:’ -~,-; ~ ~,,112% ~ 14%


More than I day,
~


~ 36% ?" 42%


More than 2 weeks, less than 1 month I" ........ ~=,~- .,-,r112% ~ 1o%


Between 3 to 6 months ~7% ~7%


More than 6 months ~6~1o ~ 8%
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Retail Store [s)/Online Purchase XM


About a third of respondents bought XM online, followed by Best Buy (Note: self reporled data
and may be higher than actual data),


Best Buy , ,~-..-~:,,:r--~.,,,~]17% i~’!,,.i::~-tli!;:--e, j21%


Circuit City ~13% ~ 16%


Wal-mart ~ ~8o/o


Gi~/did not purchase ~4% ~5%


......7~r.g.~ .......................... .~. .............................................. :~?~<t ................................
Others "- .... ’ ............ ~ ~ ~%
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Visit IntentionlCertainty of Purchase


78% of recent subscribers had the specific intent to purchase satellite radio when visiting the retail
store, this has not changed since March 2006
Th~s is {n line with 71% who were certain of purchasing a Satellite Radto betore vtsltlng the retail store,
this has not changed since March 2006


Specific intent to


purchase Satellite Radio


No Specific intent to ~ 22%


purchase Satelhte Radio
22%


Certa=nty of purchase before
visitinp] retail store;


Ver~ ceRaln 53%                             ~
71% 71%
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Purchase Considerations: XM vs. Smus-Jur~e 2006


¯ Among new subscribers, XM ~s seen as better than Sirius in all areas, this has not changed since
March 2006.


¯ The top 3 purchase considerations XM performs wel( in are programming, reputation, and receiver
design!features


Marcq 2006


Repulallon 2% 32% 67%


Rece~er de~nffeature~ 4% 39% 57%


Price o~ rece~er 3% 4~% 53%


~nthly subscription fee 2% 53% 44%


S’ze and v~sual appeal of the retail d~splay 5% 50% 45%


Infer marion on tt~e retail (~lsplay 4% b4% 42%


Reeommendabon from the reta]l salesperson 5% 56% 40%


Number of ~tote~/chams where I can buy the 2% 59% 38%


Recommend~hon from the retad salesperson 4% 56% 40%


3% 58% 39%
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Influence or= Selecting XM


Monthly subscription price~r!~..~..o.f..tb.e" h.~.~..~..r.~!.r~..ej~, r. ....................


Size/visual appeal of the retail d~splay


Number of storesfchains that XM equipment is
sold in


Information on the retail display


Salesperson/dealer recommended XM


Half of all respondents already knew they wanted XM at the t~me of purchase


The other main influence was that their preference for the programming on XM AdditionaNy, new
subscribers heard about It before going to the retail store


Already knew I wanted XM ~.~C.~ 5zo.~ ..... , ....... i-" ,,J 47%


Preferred programming on XM ~ 18.x, ~ 17%
Heard about XM before going to the store ~ 15o,; ~ 15O/o


Liked the design of the receiver/hardware


9% 12%
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Reasons for Choosing XM


¯ ~mong recent XM subf~cribers, content and programming is the main reason for selecting XM
"Content and programming" is cited more often as a reason for sign-up ~an "fewer commercials"
(although, ’fewer commercmls" is st~l] important and ranked #2)
in l~ne w~th other research m 2005, content and programming and fewer comrnerc~als were the
main reasons for sign-up,
MLB was less of a reason to s=gn-up w~th XM m June ’06 than it was m July ’05 This =s in hne w~th
a decline m awareness that XM is offering MLB programming


July 2005 March ’06 June
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Impact ,of Howard Stern


For the majority of new activators, Howard Stern had no impact on their decision to subscribe to
XM.
74% of the recent subscribers did not take "Howard Stern" ~nto consideration in their decision to
subscribe
Interestingly, abou;" 2% selected XM because they think Howard is (or will be) on XM


July ’05


March ’06


June ’06


O% 40% 60% 80% 100%


want XM Satellite Ra~Jio because Howard Stern is on it (Dummy Answer)
I~1 want XM Satellite Radio because Howard Stern is not on It


am aware of Howard Stem but ther Is no impact on my ds¢lsion
don’t know who Howard Stern is, therefore there is no impact on my decision
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Satisfaction with XM services Et features
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Overall Sat~.~fact, uon of XM


Satisfaction decreased s~nce March, but not significantly.


,l     I
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%


~Notatal~safisfied ~12 El3 £]4 ~Completelysatisfiedl


82%


89%


82%
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Value for Money of "XM Satellite Radio":


There is a significant decline in satisfaction for "value for money" from March ’06 to June ’06.


J ul/05


Ma~ch’06 "


June’06’


B Completel~ satisfied BBar6 BB~r7


71%
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I.ike~ihood to Recommend and
Continue to Subscribe in FtJ~L!~’e 6 iVionths


Likely to recommend and continue to subscribe to XM is over


Ju~


March ’(]6


June ’06
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Satisfaction of Each FeaturelPr,ogramming


Music and sports programming increased m March 2006, but declined m June 2006 to lower
ratings than July ’05 (-s~gnificant decline from March to June at a 90% confidence level)
XM Radio Online expenenced a significant increase ~mce July 2005
Comedy, Tal~ & Entertainment expenenced an ~ncrease in March 2006, but declined to July ’95
ratings in June 2006       June "06


~ March ’06 Jurte ’____.~_~
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XM radio’s Listener Care Custon~er Services


The percentage of respondents who called customer care has increased since June ’05 (44% vs, 58%)
Among those who called, satisfaction level is good (around 67%).
This satisfaction level is consistent w~th the Listener Care Tracking Study" among the call centers that
primarily handle new activations


J uty ’05


fV~rch ’06


75%


71%


67%


2.4
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Activation Satisfaction


Aftermarket subscribers activate wa telephone through Listener care.


Aftermarket subscribers are satisfied with the activation process.
Overall      Value


..................................................................................................................................


i
r~ Not at all
r~z


m4


[] Completely satisfied


March’06


June’06


0% 20% 40°1o 60% 80% 100%
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XM Signal- Incidence and Usefulness


¯ Incidence of using XM Signal ~s higher than last year.
Among those who used this feature, 42% of them think ~t Is very]extremely useful
(constant since last year).
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Usage of XM Services & Features
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Awareness ,of XM’s BenefitslFeaturestProgramming. ~.~ ............~o,~


o Awareness of XM Radio Online has s~gnificantly increased since last year.
Increase in K~ds Programming
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Top 3 channels listening most often- July 2005


Besides music, news and sports were most popular
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Top 3 channels listening most often- March 2006


The most popular channels were music-decades, and music-rock
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Top 3 channels listening most often- June 2006.~’~:~,, .,o,o .........


Arb~tron numbers fall in line with findings of music-decades channel being most popular.
The most popular top 1 channel is the music-decades group, followed by "music-rock" and "music-
pop & hit~",
Non-music channels with relatively high top 3 ratings are "comedy", "news", and "MLB" (season
started m early march)                        ~
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Number of hours listening to XM per week


About a third of XM subscribers I~sten more than 25 hours a week


July ’05 March ’06 June ’(]6


Less than 1 hr 3% 0% 0%


1-4 hrs 13% 6% 7%


5-9 hrs 22% 18% 18°’5
1 0-1 4 hrs 24% 21% 20%


15-19 hrs 11% 12o’5 14%


20-24 hrs 7% lo% loo’5


25 hrs or more 20~ 32% 30°’5


18’1t


Arbltron (average
number of hours spent
hstenln(] per week)
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Location ,of Listening to XM Most Often


The location most o~ten for hstenmg to XM is in the car, but decreased since last year.
Listening to XM in the office increased,


July ’05 March ’06 June ’06


73% 70% 68%


Car
16%                 15%               13%


Home
8%                    10%                13%Office


Online m er 1% 2% 3%
Other locations ~ 2~ 2O/o
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Sharing of XM Ra~;tio


¯ Most hsten to XM fRad~o alone Some listen with their family


June ’06                 March ’06July ’05


With family ~8~ 19,/o ~


With friends 3~ 4~ 3~


With co-workers 3% ~, ~


3,4
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Percentage of Time Spent Listening Before
A~er Getting XM Radio


E~XM
~ AM/FM


~ CDs/Cassette


~ M P3/IPOD


,~’ Download music


[] vO~hno st ..... ing other than


The time allocated to XM =s much h=gher than the brae allocated to AM/FM pnor to getting XM.
Time spent listening to AM/FM reduces from 56% to 14% after getting XM.


~=~.Befor .gettmg’.XM,
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Overall ~mpression of XM Satellite Radio
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Impression of "XM Satellite Radio"


XM is perceived as "easy to use", "fun", and "rehable" but rated lower than ~n previous waves,
The recent subscribers have lower association w~th "approachable" and "gives a sense of d=scovery" than
m March 2006, but about even with July 2005
Since March, there have been changes in impressions of "fun," "reliable", "relevant," "trustworthy"


Tru~hwo~hy : " ~~:’%~- " - 48% 66% ~ 58%


Cool/hlp ~_~ .: 39% ~. ~--~_...-- ~Ty~,:.- ~ - - -"’~


Gives a sense of discovery ~_,_; ._ ~ 39~ ~=~o=:_ , J _~;_, 31~ :..: : ~-~


Approachable :l~-~: :3:~L~51~ ’%,~~


57%


55%
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Number of XM Channels Saved as "Preset"


There has been a substantial increase m the number of presets subscnbers are using


since last year.


July ’05 March ’06 June


1-4 .olo 10% 12~/~


5-9
20% 35% 36%


10-15 1~o/o 24% 23O/o
16-19 ~°’~ ~°’~ ................~ .....................................
20-24 ~o~


Ove~ll Value


Do not use preset
buttons
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Ownership of high tech devices


Majority of current subscribers own cell phone and digital camera
Ownership of MP3 player/IPOD ~s around ~16%
Ownership of Digital camera, MP3 player/IPOD has significantly increased s~nce last year,


July ’05 March ’06 June ’06


Cellular Phone 96%


Digital Camera


Mp3 player/IPOD


PDA (i.e. blackberry)
Portable game player ~7o/0
(e.g. Gameboy, PSP) 2OO/o
Portable video player 8%
(e g. iRiver, Creative Zen)


4O
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Currently Subscribing to S,~tellite TV


Around 41% of XM recent subscribers have satellite TV
29% of those use DirecTv’


July ’05 March ’06 June ’06


Yes- girecTV
29%~


27%
~


29% ~1


Yes-Dish Network 9% k 40%
,2%


~- 44%
11% ~ 41%


N 0 61% 59% 59%
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Background and Objectives SAT ELLiIE
I~ADiO


¯ In the past, XM Radio has found that their subscribers have generally been
early adopters and they have had difficulty bringing in consumers who are not
typified by "early adopter-like" characteristics.


-That said, XM is interested in identifying positioning strategies for the brand that
would be more appealing to a broader set of listeners.


¯ The overall objective of this research is to determine the communication points
that will resonate most with non-subscribers and encourage them to sign on
with XM.


¯ This is accomplished by identifying the most powerful message or combination
of messages and taglines that should be used in future advertising efforts.


Data Development Worldwide
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Methodology SATELLITE
RADIO


Who:
¯ 414 interviews were randomly conducted ’ among adults who:


Have sole or partial responsibility for making purchasing or describing decisions
for communication products and services, such as cable or satellite TV,


- Do not currently subscribe to Satellite Radio,
- Would be at least somewhat likely to subscribe to Satellite Radio in the next 6


months.


What:
¯ Respondents participated in a 20 minute


(Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing).
telephone interview, via CATI


I When:
¯ Interviews were conducted from June 16th - June 20th, 2006


Significance Testing:
- Performed at the 90% confidence level
- Significantly higher than average = I---]


0
0


o~
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Summary of Findings SATELLITE
RADIO


o
0


Based on this initial read of the data, several of the XM
well with potential Satellite Radio users.


messages resonate


Not only does the following message garner the highest importance score, it is
also the top rated score for the likelihood to sign up measure.
¯ 100% money-back guarantee


Potential customers find this money-back pledge enticing enough to motivate them to sign up for
Satellite Radio.


However, at this point it is difficult to narrow down the messages to one winner.
¯ The following cluster of messages, focusing on commercial-free programming, also


performs well - with importance and likelihood to sign up scores significantly above
average:


- 100% commercial-free music
- Hear music the way it was meant to be. Commercial free.


- More music the way it was meant to be, Commercial free,


- Hear more commercial free music channels.
- The Most Commercial-Free Music Channels.


¯ The appeal of commercial-free music is quite clear based on these scores; potential
customers value uninterrupted listening time, especially if multiple channels offer this type
of programming.


In the final analysis we will examine other ways to narrow down this cluster of messages but the
bottom line is, commercial free music is the most appealing theme, no matter how you say it.


Data Development Worll:lwit:le
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Summary of Findings (Continued) SATELLITE
RADIO


Looking at the taglines, two stand out as particularly appealing for potential
XM listeners.


Based on appeal scores alone, it is difficult to determine which of these taglines is
the single winner.


¯ Beyond AM. Beyond FM. XM.
¯ Hear More of What you Love. XM.


However, ranking these taglines does help to differentiate potential customers’
preferences.
¯ While looking at the first and second ranking of these two taglines does not produce a


clear winner, focusing on the top ranked tagline does distinguish the two.
Beyond AM. Beyond FM. XM.


¯ This succinct tagline has an edge over the others, potentially encouraging more listeners
to sign up for XM Satellite Radio.


Data Development Worldwide
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Summary of Findings (Continued) SATELLITE
I~ADiO


The market for XM looks promising with ,many non-subscribers claiming that
"music is a huge part of their life".


Even more promising is that two in three report they are tired of flipping through
AM/FM radio stations and a similar proportion agrees that it enjoys new p.roducts
and gadgets.
Potential XM customers report listening to music most frequently in transit - either
by radio or music CDs.


¯ And many agree that they drive outside of their local area, creating an ideal target for
Satellite Radio providers.


While only a small percentage of non-subscribers have actually subscribed to
Satellite Radio in the past, the vast majority of this audience is familiar with
Satellite Radio.


While non-subscribers are most familiar with Sirius, XM clearly has a strong
position in the market.


¯ Three in four non-subscribers are aware of the XM brand and one in four are likely to
choose XM as their Satellite Radio provider.
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XM Messages SATELLITE
I~ADiO


o


Top Box Scores
Importance       Likelihood to Sign Up


100% money-back guarantee


100% commercial free music


Hear music the way it was meant to be. Commercial free.


More music the way it was meant to be. Commercial free.


Hear more commemial free music channels


The Most Commercial-Free Music Channels


Enjoy superior digital sound quality in your car, home or on the go. Available from
coast to coast.


Tired of commercials, so are we. Get 69 commercial free music channels.


The deepest playlist of commercial free music


Listen Large with the Most Commercial-Free Music


Hear more choices/more channels/more variety


XM. The Sound of Total Freedom: Freedom to listen to whatever you want,
whenever you want.


The largest playlist on Satellite Radio


Average Across All Messages


D 16Ojo


I .," ,: ’ [-~-I r-i 15O/o
37 14


Q.1,4
Data Development Worldwide
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XM Messages (Continued) SATELLITE
RADIO


Top Box Scores
Importance       Likelihood to Sign Up


O
O


o~


The Most Variety of Satellite Radio - Over 170 Channels


Over 170 Digital Channels - Coast to Coast


More commercial free music, news & talk


Most commercial free music and most sports in Satellite Radio


The Deepest Playlist in Satellite Radio


~ 44% ["-] 16%


~ 43% I-:116O/o
40%0 F-I 1~O/o


~ 39O/o        ~%
.....................................................


Hear more of what you love with XM


America’s #1 Satellite Radio - Over 170 Channels


69 Commercial-Free Music Channels, Including Exclusive Live Performances &
Interviews


Every song, every story, every play everywhere


Over 6M subscribers love XM and we guarantee you will too or your money back


XM. The Sound of Total Freedom: Freedom of Choice.


Every song, every story, every play by play everywhere


Get the most choice and the most commercial-free music for jusl 43 cents a day


Average Across All Messages


Q.1,4
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XM Messages (Continued) SATELLirE
RADIO


Top Box Scores
Importance       Likelihood to Sign Up


0


o


Music, Sports and More - Over 170 Channels ~ 31% [~] 11%


Experience XM for just 43 cents a day ~ 28% D 12%


The Biggest Names in News & Entertainment
D 22% ~ 7%


The Best Sports Package J’~ 19% ~ 8%


Most Play by Play Sports
D 18°/° ~ 8%


Hear Most Play by Ray Sports ~ 18% [’] 7%


EverYMuchMLBMoreTeam, Wherever You Are, NHL Hockey Games, The PGA Tour, World Cup Soccer, College Sports and ~ 1 6% ~ 7%


Major League Baseball Every Team, Wherever You Are
D 14% H 5%


#1 Based on the 2005 Brandweek/Brand Keys Customer Loyalty Index Study
D 14% U 5%


Shows Hosted By Bob Dylan. Snoop Dogg. Ludacris. Quincy Jones, Tom Petty, Wynton Marsalis, J~mmie Johnson,
D 13% H 3%Dale Earnhardt, Jr., Cal Ripken, Jr., Coach K., James Carville & Luke Russert and MORE


Oprah &Fdends (Coming in September), Bob Edwards, the Ellen DeGeneres Show, Sean Hannity, Bill O’Reilly,
Opie & Anfhony, Good Morning America Radio and More ~ 12% ~ 4%


Average Across All Messages 37 14


Q.1,4
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Appeal of Taglines SATELLi[E
RADIO


Extremely/Very Appealing
(Top 2 Box)


Beyond AM. Beyond FM. XM [ ,, " ’ ’ ,, J48%


Hear More of What you Love. XM [,, "     ’ ’~,, J 48%


Beyond AM/FM. XM is Today’s Radio ~ 39%


Hear What Makes you Happy. XM ~ 36%


Beyond AM/FM, XM is changing Radio ~ 36%


Radio to the Power of X ~ 33%


The Best Radio on Radio ~ 30%


Listen Large. XM
I-~ 26%


Q.5
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Ranking of Taglines SATELLITE
RADIO


Ranked First Ranked First/Second


Beyond AM. Beyond FM. XM ~24% ~36%


Hear More of What you Love. XM ~ 18% ~ 36%


Radio to the Power of X [~] 11%o D 24%


Beyond AMIFM. XM is Today’s Radio ~ 11°/o D 24°/o


The Best Radio on Radio [~ 11% D 18°/o


Hear What Makes you Happy. XM t’~ 11% ~ 27%


~eyond AMIFM, XM is changing Radio ~ 7% ~ 20°/o


Listen Large. XM ~ 6% D 16%


O
O
O


Q.6
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Profile of Potential XM Subscribers SAT E LL iTE
RADIO
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Music Preferences SAT E LL ilE
RADIO


21% 31%


27%
11%


[] Music Enthusiasts
[] Cruisin’ Gadgeteers
[] Info Cruisers
[] Happy Listeners
[] Contented Listeners


Q.13
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Music Behaviors SATELLITE
RADIO


Once a Week or More
Frequently
(Top 2 Box)


Listen to the radio in a car or truck [i:,::’ ’,’"~’! :’ ,i~ ; ’,, ’, ,’ ;:J 90°/o


Listen to music CDs at home I:.’-,(:i’~ :ii )" :, ;’172%


Listen to Music CDs in a car or truck


Listen to the radio at home


Usten to music on cable/satellite TV music channels


Download songs off the Intemet


Listen to an MP3 player at home


Buy music CDs


Listen to an MP3 player in a car or truck


~23%


~22%


~19%


~18%


O
O
O


Q.14
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Lifestyle Attitudes SAT E LLiI’E
RADIO


Agree
Somewhat/Completely


(Top 2 Box)


Music is a huge part of my life


I get tired of flipping around the AM/FM dial looking for something decent to
listen to


I consider myself someone who likes new products and gadgets


I frequently drive outside of my local area


AM/FM radio keeps me in touch with my local community


I am an NFL fan


I can’t find music I like on AM/FM radio


I don’t like what AM/FM radio has become


I consider myself an expert on one or more types of music


I am a college football fan


I am an NBA fan


166%


-,! ,,,,, ,,,, .,.,,. ] s8O/o
~, ,, ,]50%


.. -.", j4~O/o


~:!~1..,",,. ,.I 47%
,, ....... 144%


,:,:;,.( :’, ,


~ 37°/o


~35 %


Q.12
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Lifestyle Attitudes (Continued) SATELLITE
RADIO


Agree
Somewhat/Completely


(Top 2 Box)


am a Major League Baseball fan


tend to listen to a lot of news programming on AM/FM


am an college basketball fan


tend to listen to a lot of talk programming on AM/FM


have AOL


have Direct TV


have flown on United Airlines during the past 12 months


am an NHL fan


am a NASCAR fan


enjoy watching golf on "IV


have rented a car from Avis or Hertz during the past 12 months


35%


~31%


~ 31%


~28%


~24%


~ 22%


~22%


I-7--I 20%


~20%


~ 19%


~19%
Q.12
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Lifestyle Attitudes (Continued)
SAT E LLi~IE
RADIO


Agree
Somewhat/Completely


(Top 2 Box)


buy coffee at Starbucks at least once a week D 16%


have stayed at a Hyatt Hotel during the past 12 months ~ 16%


have Dish "i"V D 16%


am a golf fan (PGA - Professional Golfers’ Association) D 15%


am a tennis fan D 15%


am an IRL/Indy car fan D 13%


have flown on Jet Blue or AirTran during the past 12 months D 10%


Q,12
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Awareness of Satellite Radio and Providers SATELLITE
RADIO


[    Awareness of Radio
No, never heard of it -- I--- Yes, heard, have subscribed


/ in the past, but not currently


Satellite Radio Providers


Likelihood to Sign up for SatelliteI
Radio in the Next 6 Months


(5 = Very Likely)


Sirius Satellite Radio


XM Satellite Radio


..... 146%iPod ~6%


Sonicast              [] 8%


[]3%n-Wave 0%


3%
None of the above               32%


[] Aware of Satellite Radio provider


[] Likely to subscribe to Satellite Radio provider
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Demographics SATELLitE
I1ADiO


Average Age


b~
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